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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1 Research Motivation 

The first modern electrosurgical device was developed in 1926 by Drs. Bovie and 

Cushing [O’Conner and Bloom, 1996].  This device allowed surgeons to cut, coagulate 

and desiccate the tissue by sending electrical energy through the tissue.  By delivering a 

high frequency electrical current through a surgical handpiece, the surgeon is able to 

resistively heat the tissue and alter its physiological properties [Massarweh et al., 2006].  

The power density being delivered from the device and the amount of the resistive 

heating within the tissue will dictate whether the tissue is cut or coagulated. 

During surgery, the two most commonly used modalities are: monopolar and bipolar.  

The key difference between the two modalities is the way in which the energy is 

delivered to the tissue.  In the monopolar modality, as shown in Fig. 1.1(a), a high current 

density is created at the tissue-electrode interface and is used to cut the tissue.  In the 

bipolar modality (Fig. 1.1(b)), both the active and passive electrodes are contained within 

the device and the electrical current is passed through the tissue contained between the 

electrodes.  This electrical current, combined with compression is used to join the two 

tissues together [Wall and Gertner, 2001]. 
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 (a) (b) 

 

Figure 1.1 The two most common electrosurgical modalities: (a) monopolar, 

showing current passing through patient, and (b) bipolar, with the current only 

passing between the electrodes. [Lee and Lambert, 2001] 

 

For electrosurgery, the device is attached to an electrical generator which applies the 

desired waveform, depending on the desired effect.  Since human nerve and muscle 

stimulation cease at frequencies over 100 kHz, high frequency electrical energy is able to 

pass through the tissue safely.  One application of bipolar electrosurgery, which uses high 

current (4 A) and low voltage (<200 V), is for vessel sealing, [Carbonell et al., 2003].  

The high current promotes the melting of the collagen and elastin within the tissue.  As 

these proteins are melted, a flexible seal is created within the tissue [Matthews et al., 

2001]. 

Today, bipolar electrosurgical devices are commonly used as a method of vessel 

ligation during laparoscopic procedures.  Traditionally, vessel ligation was done by tying 

off the vessel with a suture.  However, with the advent of bipolar electrosurgical devices, 

the speed and ease at which the ligation can be accomplished has improved.  This has led 

to electrosurgical devices replacing traditional suture based ligation techniques. 

One of the major problems with the current bipolar devices is the thermal spread from 

the device to the nearby tissues.  Depending on the size of the vessel being sealed, the 

length of sealing time and amount of energy applied to the vessel will vary.  As the size 

of the vessel increases, the sealing time will increase in order to compensate for the larger 
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sealing area [Newcomb et al., 2009].  However, this additional application time causes 

the amount of energy being delivered to the tissue to increase, causing the temperature to 

increase at both the sealing site and the nearby tissue.  This elevated temperature in the 

surrounding tissue can cause damage to not only the tissue, but can also effect nearby 

nerves [Carlander et al., 2005].  If the nerves are damaged, critical bodily functions may 

not perform correctly after surgery.  Therefore, accurate quantification of the temperature 

profile in the vessel and minimization of the thermal spread is needed.  This is coupled 

with the need to better understand the quality of the vessel seal during surgery. 

The clamping force is an important factor during electrosurgery because it directly 

influences the quality of the vessel seal.  The quality of the vessel seal, measured by burst 

pressure, is dependent on a variety of different conditions including: the length of energy 

application time, vessel size, compressive force from the electrodes, and tissue 

temperature.  One of the issues related to the compressive force is discerning the amount 

of force being applied to the vessel during the sealing process.  Currently, the surgeon 

does not have any feedback in relation to the level of compressive force being applied to 

the tissue.  Improving the awareness of the force being applied to the seal is crucial for 

the development of a high quality seal. 

Further studies are needed to improve the quality of vessel sealing.  First, the thermal 

spread from bipolar electrosurgical devices needs to be controlled in order to prevent 

damage to the surrounding tissues.  Second, the use of clamping force measurements 

during sealing is needed to improve the reproducibility of the seal quality. 
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1.2 Research Objectives 

The objectives of this research are to develop a better understanding of the 

physiological changes that occur in the tissue during bipolar electrosurgical vessel sealing 

and how these changes affect the quality of the vessel seal.  The affects of the 

electrosurgical process on the thermal properties of tissue is not well known.  This is 

especially true for the thermal conductivity, as the electrosurgical process subjects the 

tissue to both compression and drying.  Understanding how the sealing process affects the 

thermal conductivity is important for developing new methods for minimizing the 

thermal spread within the tissue and for developing accurate predictive models for the 

vessel sealing process.  The specific objectives of this research are as follow: 

 

1. Develop a process to accurately measure the thermal conductivity of tissue subjected to 

compression and drying. 

2. To measure and predict the tissue thermal profile during porcine vessel sealing, while 

identifying the key parameters that affect the sealing process. 

3. Establish the effects of force, energy input, and vessel size on the burst pressure of 

vessels sealed using a bipolar electrosurgical device. 

 

1.3 Organization of the Dissertation 

This thesis presents observations, results, and future research goals related to vessel 

sealing.  The layout of this thesis is described in the following paragraphs: 

Chapter 2 examines the effect of compression and tissue water content on the 

thermal conductivity of tissue.  The thermal diffusion probe technique is used to measure 
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the thermal conductivity of tissue.  The tissue is altered by varying the water content level, 

compressing the tissue or a combination of the two effects.  This serves as a means of 

replicating the effects that would occur on the tissue during electrosurgery.  A Maxwell-

Eucken model is also used to describe the response of the tissue thermal conductivity to 

these effects. 

Chapter 3 examines the temperature profile of a femoral artery and the mesenteric 

artery vasculature during vessel sealing.  Using the voltage and current data from the 

electrical energy being delivered to the tissue, the electrical impedance is calculated.  A 

relationship between the change in local tissue temperature, temperature increase per 

electrical pulse and tissue impedance is identified and related to the tissue water content. 

Chapter 4 develops a finite element model to simulate the temperature profile during 

experimental vessel sealing of a porcine artery.  The model takes into account thermal 

damage by altering the electrical conductivity of the tissue.  A comparison of the 

modeling and experimental results is also presented and discussed.  The differences 

between the model and the experimental results are attributed to mass diffusion and water 

loss within the tissue during the sealing process. 

Chapter 5 examines the effect of clamping force on the vessel seal quality during 

bipolar vessel sealing.  A bipolar electrosurgical device is used to apply a range of 

compressive forces to the vessel tissue during sealing.  The burst pressure, an indicator of 

the vessel seal quality, is used as a measure for determining the ideal compressive force 

for sealing.  This preliminary work indentifies the need for the development of a surgical 

device that is able to display in real-time the current force that is being applied to the 

vessel during sealing. 
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Chapter 6 presents the final conclusions and summarizes the work.  Possible future 

research topics are also proposed and discussed.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

EFFECT OF COMPRESSION AND WATER CONTENT ON THE THERMAL 

CONDUCTIVITY OF TISSUE 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

The effects of water content and compression level on the thermal conductivity of 

canine tissue are studied.  As the tissue is often subjected to both compression and 

thermal heating, it is important to understand the effects of these parameters in 

electrosurgery.  By using a desiccation technique, the water content of the canine spleen, 

heart and liver tissue was found to be between 69% and 76%.  When the spleen tissue 

was ablated using a bipolar electrosurgical device, the tissue water content level was 

reduced to roughly 60%.  A thermal diffusion probe technique was then used to measure 

the thermal conductivity of the tissue as the water content level decreased.  The measured 

thermal conductivity decreased as the percentage of water within the tissue decreased.  A 

three-phase Maxwell-Eucken model was applied to the experimental data to predict the 

thermal conductivity of the tissue.  The model used air, tissue fiber and water to predict 

the thermal conductivity and was within 10% of the experimental data.  Another set of 

experiments was conducted, where compression was applied to canine spleen, resulting 

in a 9% reduction in the thermal conductivity of the tissue.  A final set of experiments 

was run with a combined drying and compression effect.  For tissue that had been 

desiccated to a water content level of 64%, the thermal conductivity decreased by about 

12% as the tissue was compressed by 70%.  The three-phase Maxwell-Eucken model was 

applied to the compressed tissue, and for 64% water content tissue, predicted a reduction 

of 7% in thermal conductivity.  For tissue with an even lower water content level, the 

difference between the model and the experimental results became more significant due 

to poor contact at the thermistor-tissue interface and excess air in the measurement 

volume.
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2.1 Introduction 

During surgery, tissue is often subjected to mechanical compression and thermal 

procedures that alter its physiological state.  Examples of temperature gradient 

applications include increasing the temperature during electrosurgery to coagulate and 

dissect the tissue [Matthews et al., 2001] and using radio frequency ablation to elevate the 

tissue temperature for the treatment of cancerous liver tissues [Chang, 2003].  Tissue 

compression can occur any time a surgeon needs to manipulate a tissue during an 

operation.  The application of these processes on the tissue can lead to major changes in 

the tissue thermal conductivity and the resulting surgical outcome. 

At elevated temperatures, major physiological changes occur in the tissue.  The 

increased temperature can permanently alter the biological properties and functions of the 

tissue.  As the tissue is heated, the collagen and elastin within the tissue is melted as the 

tertiary hydrogen bonds between the collagen and the matrix denature and realign 

[Thomsen et al., 1989].  Once the heat is removed, the collagen cools and realigns, thus 

permanently altering the state of the collagen [Matthews et al., 2001]. 

The size of this altered collagen region is dependent on the tissue thermal 

conductivity, as it will determine how quickly the thermal energy spreads to the nearby 

tissue.  Tissue subjected to high temperatures for extended periods of time can lead to 

permanent heat induced damage at the surgical site [Harold et al., 2003].  If a nerve is 

within the surgical site, the elevated temperature can also lead to collateral damage of the 

nervous functions [Ong et al., 2004; Dodde et al., 2008].  An accurate determination of 

the tissue thermal conductivity can help to predict the thermal spread in surgery when 

using energy-based devices. 

Previous research on tissue thermal conductivity has focused on the effects of varying 

the temperature and has not considered the effect of either tissue drying or compression 

on the thermal conductivity.  When using energy-based devices during surgery, the tissue 

is heated to an elevated temperature, which causes the water from the tissue to vaporize 

[Yang et al., 2007].  This change in water content alters the tissue thermal conductivity, 

since the tissue is predominantly fluid based.  Cooper and Trezek [1971] reported on the 

thermal conductivity for tissues with water content levels above 66%, and showed that 
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the lower water content tissues had a lower thermal conductivity.  Olsrud et al. [1998] 

reported that tissue coagulation caused the tissue to become drier, thus causing the 

thermal conductivity to decrease.  Sweat [1986] showed that the thermal conductivity for 

a variety of meats decreased as the water content was reduced.  Since the water content is 

reduced during electrosurgery, particularly during vessel sealing, a more complete 

understanding of the effects of water content on tissue thermal conductivity is needed.  

This leads to the first goal of this study, which is to develop a better understanding of the 

effect of water content on the tissue thermal conductivity. 

During many surgical applications, before the energy can be delivered to the tissue, 

the tissue must first be compressed.  This tissue compression causes physical changes to 

occur within the tissue as interstitial fluids are driven out of the tissue.  Anderson et al. 

[1992] has hypothesized that the compression from a small (less than 2.5 mm diameter) 

thermistor on the tissue can cause a change in tissue’s thermal conductivity.  However, 

the effect of this tissue compression on the thermal conductivity has not been studied.  

Therefore, the second goal of this research is to examine the combined effect of drying 

and compression on the thermal conductivity. 

Experimental testing of the tissue thermal conductivity has been reported for many 

soft and hard tissues.  A comprehensive review of the experimental methods used to 

measure the thermal conductivity was presented by Bowman et al. [1975] with two 

distinct classes of methods: steady-state or transient. The steady-state methods place a 

temperature gradient across the tissue to allow for the direct calculation of the thermal 

conductivity via Fourier’s law.  However, due to the high water content of the tissue, the 

transient methods are superior since the sampling time is shorter, thus reducing the 

probability of changes in the water content during the experiment. 

A variety of transient methods are available to measure tissue thermal conductivity 

[Bowman et al., 1975; Chato, 1968; Cooper and Trezek, 1972].  The self-heating 

thermistor technique has been developed to measure small tissue volumes.  This method 

heats the thermistor by providing it with excess electrical power.  The excess heat is then 

dissipated into the tissue, causing the tissue temperature to rise.  At the same time, the 

tissue temperature is measured based on the resistance of the thermistor.  Either a single 
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or multiple thermistor technique can be used.  The single thermistor technique reduces 

the amount of tissue damage as it only has one insertion point. 

Both a pulse decay and thermal diffusion probe method have been developed for the 

single thermistor technique [Baish, 2006].  The underlying principle is the same between 

the methods, but the process for determining the thermal conductivity is different.  Chen 

et al. [1981] developed the pulse decay method using a single thermistor probe.  The rate 

of the temperature decay after the addition of the self-heating power is used to determine 

the tissue thermal conductivity.  This method requires knowledge of the density and 

specific heat of the tissue.  For the thermal diffusion probe technique, the tissue 

temperature change during the application of the self-heating power is measured, instead 

of the thermal decay after the applied pulse.  This technique, developed by Chato [1968], 

and further advanced by Balasubramaniam and Bowman [1977] and Valvano et al. 

[1985], does not require the knowledge of either the tissue density or specific heat.  

Instead, this technique requires two independent calibration coefficients to determine the 

thermal conductivity.  This method is best suited for tissue that forms a close, tight 

contact with the thermistor, ensuring a low thermal contact resistance [Chato, 1968]. 

Since both methods utilize a small thermistor probe, with an active measurement 

volume close to that of a sphere, their overall measurement volume of tissue is very small.  

Most commonly, the diameter of the thermistor is less than 2.5 mm.  Through 

experimental testing, Kravets [1988] concluded that the sample volume could be as small 

as 3.3 times the thermistor radius, while Valvano et al. [1985] has shown that this volume 

can be as large as 5 to 10 times the radius.  Patel et al. [1987] has also shown that the 

measurement volume is dependent on the sampling time, since longer sampling times 

will dissipate more heat into the tissue. 

The thermal diffusion probe technique is used to measure the thermal conductivity of 

the tissue in this study.  The tissue is dried and compressed to various levels to simulate 

the conditions observed during electrosurgery.  The thermal diffusion probe was used 

since it minimizes tissue trauma and allows for a relatively fast measurement of the 

thermal conductivity, while allowing for the tissue to be compressed. 

In this paper, the effect of varying the water content on the thermal conductivity is 

first presented.  Then, the combined effect of varying water content and compression is 
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studied.  Finally, a Maxwell-Eucken model was fit to the experimental results, with a 

discussion of the differences between the experimental and modeling results. 

 

 

2.2 Experimental Setup and Procedure 

The circuit and formula for single thermistor thermal diffusion probe method is 

summarized in Appendix A.  The experimental setup and procedure are discussed in the 

following two sections. 

 

2.2.1 Experimental Setup 

2.2.1.1 Varying Tissue Water Content 

The effect of water content on the thermal conductivity of the tissue was measured 

using ex vivo canine spleen.  Canine spleen was used due to its large area, relatively 

uniform thickness, and overall homogeneity.  To simulate the drying of the tissue during 

surgical procedures, the water content within the tissue was altered by drying the tissue in 

an oven.  This allowed for the tissue water content to be determined under a controlled 

setting.  Spleen, liver and heart (ventricle) tissue were excised from a single mongrel 

canine weighing approximately 25 kg and were placed into saline for transportation to the 

lab.  The desired tissue was cut into small 25 mm square pieces with heights ranging 

from 10-15 mm and placed onto metal measuring trays.  These trays were weighed using 

a precision balance (Ohaus Adventurer Pro AV212).  The tissue was then placed into an 

oven (National Appliance Model #5831), set at 60°C for the entire drying process. 

 

2.2.1.2 Tissue Compression 

Three additional mongrel canine models weighing between 25-55 kg were used for 

the ex vivo tissue compression measurements.  An experimental apparatus, shown in Fig. 

2.1(a), was constructed to measure the thermal conductivity of the tissue under 

compression.  The instrument contained two 12.7 mm diameter plastic plates to compress 
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the tissue, with the upper plastic plate containing a partially exposed thermistor (GE 

Sensing P60DA102M).  The thermistor was set into the plastic plate with half of the 

thermistor exposed.  A load cell (Honeywell 13BN) was used to measure the applied load, 

while the height of the tissue was measured using a linear potentiometer (Omega LP804-

2). 

 

 
 (a) (b) 

 

Figure 2.1 The device used to determine the thermal conductivity of the tissue under 

compression (a) schematic showing the key components of the device and (b) the 

device in use during tissue compression. 

 

2.2.1.3 Thermal Conductivity Measurement with Water Content Effect 

To measure the thermal conductivity of the tissue, a single thermistor (GE Sensing 

P60DA102M) with a diameter of 1.52 mm was inserted into the tissue.  This thermistor 

was attached to the circuit, shown in Fig. 2.2, containing a relay that switches between a 

constant current source (Texas Instruments REF200) set at 0.1 mA and a constant voltage 

source set at 5 V DC (National Instruments [NI] PXI-4110 DC).  The voltage drop across 
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both the resistor and the thermistor was measured using a 16-bit data acquisition board 

(NI PXI-6221).  The circuit was attached to the PXI-6221 through a feedthrough module 

(NI SCC-FT01) contained within a signal conditioning box (NI SC-2345).  The data was 

collected at a rate of 500 Hz with a program written in LabVIEW 8.6 (NI). 

 

 
 

Figure 2.2 The electrical circuit used to apply power to the thermistor during the 

self-heating experiments. 

 

During the temperature sensing portion of the experiment, the first 5 s, the relay sent 

the current through the thermistor to determine the initial temperature of the tissue.  

During the self-heating portion (the next 30 s of the experiment), the relay was closed to 

allow for 5 V to be applied to the thermistor.  Based on the initial recorded temperature, 

the resistance of Rset was changed to provide the desired ΔT during the self-heating 

portion of the test.  For the thermal diffusion probe technique, this ΔT needs to be above 

2.5°C [Kravets, 1988].  The Rset value used for the drying tests was 932 ohm. 
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2.2.1.4 Thermal Conductivity Measurement with Compression Effect 

For measuring the thermal conductivity of the tissue under compression, the 

thermistor portion of the compression device was attached to the same circuit as in Sec. 

2.2.1.3.  The leads of the load cell and linear potentiometer were attached to a strain gage 

module (NI SCC-SG24), contained within the same signal conditioning box that the 

circuit was attached to.  However, due to the addition of the load cell and potentiometer, 

a second LabVIEW 8.6 (NI) program was developed to sample the voltage data from the 

circuit (Rset = 832 ohms), along with the load and displacement data at 500 Hz. 

 

2.2.2 Experimental Procedure 

Three sets of experiments were conducted to measure the water content of the tissue, 

the thermal conductivity of tissue under compression, and the thermal conductivity of 

tissue subjected to both variable water content and compression levels. 

 

2.2.2.1 Desiccation Procedure for Tissue Water Content 

In this study, two different methods were used to remove water from the tissue.  The 

first method was a desiccation method, where the tissue was heated in an oven at an 

elevated temperature to remove the water by evaporation.  The second method used 

electrosurgical forceps to resistively heat the tissue, causing the water within the tissue to 

vaporize. 

In the desiccation method, the water content in canine spleen, heart and liver tissue 

was measured.  Assuming a density of 1 g/ml for the tissue, the water content (Vw) can be 

calculated from the weight difference between the wet (Wwet) and dry (Wdry) tissue 

[Reinoso, 1997]: 

 

 
wet

drywet

w
W

WW
V


  (2.1) 

Measurements were conducted at regular intervals, with the sample being removed 

from the oven, weighed, the thermal conductivity tested, weighed again and then placed 
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back in the oven.  The cumulative time in the oven was measured throughout the process.  

The water content was measured until the change in Wdry for subsequent measurements 

was less than 1%.  Once Wdry reached steady state, the corresponding water content value, 

Vw, from the start of the experiment was determined.  Three separate samples of each 

type of tissue (spleen, heart, and liver tissue) were used.  The thermal conductivity of the 

tissue was determined at regular intervals along with the weight of the tissue.  The weight 

of the tissue determined the water content of the tissue, while the thermistor circuit was 

used to determine the corresponding thermal conductivity. 

The second process for removing water occurs during electrosurgery, as physical 

changes occur within the tissue as it reaches an elevated temperature and water is given 

off in the form of steam.  The effect of this electrosurgical process on the water content 

level was studied by cutting out a section of spleen tissue and ablating it using a 5 mm 

bipolar cutting forceps (Gyrus ACMI #3005PK) attached to an electrosurgical generator 

(Gyrus ACMI SuperPulse Generator #744000).  To ablate the tissue, electrical current 

was passed through the spleen tissue until the generator indicated that the electrosurgical 

process was complete.  This process was repeated at multiple locations to make sure that 

the spleen tissue was fully ablated.  Once this process was completed, the ablated tissue 

was subjected to the desiccation process. 

 

2.2.2.2 Tissue Thermal Conductivity with Compression Effect 

A section of tissue was cut directly from the spleen tissue and placed into the 

compression device, as shown in Fig. 2.2(b), for thermal conductivity measurement.  The 

device was clamped down on the tissue until the load cell registered a slight load increase, 

indicating that contact was made.  Adequate contact between the thermistor and tissue is 

important for minimizing contact resistance errors.  The procedure outlined in Sec. 

2.2.1.4 was used to measure the thermal conductivity.  The baseline thermal conductivity 

of the spleen tissue was determined at this slightly loaded level.  The tissue was then 

compressed further and subsequent thermal conductivity readings were taken.  The 

experiment continued until the device reached its maximum compression level.  Tissue 
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compression was limited by the exposed thermistor.  If the tissue would have been 

compressed further, the thermistor would have been damaged. 

 

2.2.2.3 Tissue Thermal Conductivity Due to Compression and Varying Water Content 

To examine the combined effect of varying the water content and compression on the 

thermal conductivity of the spleen tissue, the spleen tissue was first desiccated and then 

subjected to the compression process outlined previously.  Since the section of tissue cut 

from the spleen was larger than the area of tissue subjected to compression, a 

mathematical representation of the water loss occurring in the tissue under compression is 

needed.  This water loss is then used to determine the final water content, Vwf, of the 

tissue after compression.  Figure 2.3(a) shows a schematic of the tissue sample before 

compression, while Fig. 2.3(b) shows the tissue after compression.  Figure 2.3(c) shows a 

flow chart for the calculation of the final tissue water content level after compression. 
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 (a) (b) 

 
(c) 

 

Figure 2.3 Schematic used to calculate the water content of the tissue (a) initial state 

before compression and (b) after compression and (c) flow chart for calculating final 

water content.  (Shaded blocks represent the cylindrical plastic plates for tissue 

compression, while the dotted lines represent the volume of tissue to be compressed) 
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The first step in determining the water loss is to determine the initial volume of tissue 

that will be under compression, Vci = πrp
2
hi, where rp is the radius of the plastic plate.  

The mass of the tissue under compression, mci, is calculated by multiplying the volume, 

Vci, by the apparent density of the tissue, ρ.  The apparent density of the tissue is 

calculated by [Perez and Calvelo, 1984]: 
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  (2.2)

 

where Vwo is the original water content of the tissue, Vw is the water content of the tissue 

at the measurement, ρw is the density of water, ρo is the original density of the tissue 

(1053 kg/m
3
), and m=0.186 and n=1.74 [Perez and Calvelo, 1984].  The mass of the 

water within the tissue to be compressed is calculated by multiplying Vw by mci. 

Then by assuming that all of the total mass change (m=mi-mf) during the 

compression process occurs due to water being expelled from the compressed tissue and 

that there is no change in the density of the tissue, the mass of water within the tissue 

being compressed can be calculated from mwf =mwi-m.  The final mass of the tissue, mcf, 

is calculated by subtracting m from mci.  The final water content of the compressed 

tissue, Vwf, is found by dividing mwf by mcf. 

 

 

2.3 Thermal Conductivity Model 

The Maxwell-Eucken model is further developed to predict the tissue thermal 

conductivity at different water content and compression levels.  This model has been 

applied to a variety of foods, such as meats [Perez and Calvelo, 1984], vegetables 

[Maroulis et al., 1990], and multi-phase porous breads [Hamdami et al., 2003].  However, 

none of these models were applied to foods under compression or the combination of 

varying water content and compression.  In this study, the thermal conductivity of a 

three-phase material (tissue, water and air) is represented by the Maxwell-Eucken model 
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[Eucken, 1940].  The model is applied to predict the tissue thermal conductivity subjected 

to varying water contents and compression levels. 

The original Maxwell-Eucken model was developed for a two-phase system.  By 

adding a second step to the model, a three-phase system can be considered [Perez and 

Calvelo, 1984; Hamdami et al., 2003].  In the first step, a continuous phase of dry fiber is 

modeled with a discontinuous phase of water.  The resulting thermal conductivity is then 

used as the continuous phase, within a discontinuous phase of air in the second step to 

find the overall the thermal conductivity of the three-phase system.  The effective thermal 

conductivity of the tissue, k, is [Perez and Calvelo, 1984]: 
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where  = 3kc/(2kc+kw) and β = 1(ρ/ρ’), ka is the thermal conductivity of the air, kw is the 

thermal conductivity of water (0.61 W/m·K) [Nieto de Castro, 1986], ρw is the density of 

water, ρ’ is the bulk density, and kc the thermal conductivity of the continuous matrix is 

defined by [Perez and Calvelo, 1984]:
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where k’c is the thermal conductivity of the dry fiber, α’= 3k’c/(2k’c+kw), and β’ = 

Vw(ρ’/ρw).  When air is not considered (m = 0 in Eq. (2.2)) in the material, the apparent 

density is equivalent to the bulk density (ρ = ρ’), which gives [Perez and Calvelo, 1984]: 
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The Maxwell-Eucken model can then be used to predict the thermal conductivity of 

the dry tissue fibers, k’c, based on the thermal conductivity results obtained during the 

desiccation process.  First, using the original water content of the tissue (Vwo), and the 
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water content of the tissue (Vw) at each measurement point, the instantaneous apparent 

and bulk density can be calculated.  Since k is known from the experimental data, kc’ can 

be calculated by fitting Eq. (2.3) to the experimental data.  This is done by using a least 

squares fit to minimize the residual between the k from the experimental data and the k 

calculated by the model.  By iteratively fitting the model to the experimental data, the kc’ 

value can be calculated. 

Once the thermal conductivity of the dry fiber is known, the thermal conductivity of 

the tissue subjected to compression can be predicted.  Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) are again used 

to predict the thermal conductivity of the tissue at both the beginning of the experiment 

(0% compression) and then at the final compression point.  First, at the beginning of the 

experiment, the thermal conductivity is predicted by using the determined kc’ value, the 

initial water content of the tissue, Vwo, the measured water content of tissue, Vw, and Eqs. 

(2.2), (2.3) and (2.4).  As the tissue is compressed, the water is expelled, and the process 

for predicting the thermal conductivity at the final compression point changes.   

At the final compression point, the final water content of the tissue, Vwf, is determined 

by using the method presented in Sec. 2.2.2.3.  Then by replacing the water content 

before compression, Vw, with the final water content value, Vwf, and making the 

assumption that all of the air within the tissue is lost due to the compressive effect, Eqs. 

(2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) are re-solved.  The resulting values are then used to predict the 

thermal conductivity of the tissue at the final compression level. 

 

 

2.4 Tissue Water Content Results 

2.4.1 Water Content of Spleen Tissue 

The average value and error bars for three test runs of tissue water fractional loss and 

water content, Vw, as a function of heating time for the spleen tissue, are shown in Fig. 

2.4.  The water fractional loss is defined as the change in the tissue weight during drying, 

divided by the tissue weight before drying.  After drying the tissue for more than 78 h at 

60°C, the water fraction loss of spleen tissue reaches a steady state of about 70% and Vw 
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approaches 0%.  This result is similar to results found in the literature for other 

mammalian tissues [Cooper and Trezek, 1971; Tisavipat et al., 1974]. 

 

  
 

Figure 2.4 Tissue water percentage loss and the corresponding water content of 

spleen tissue. 

 

2.4.2 Water Content of Ablated Spleen Tissue 

After the electrosurgical ablation process, the water content, Vw, of the spleen tissue is 

about 59%, as shown in Table 2.1.  The water content of the tissue is reduced by only 11% 
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after electrosurgical process.  Based on this, the key water content range for the thermal 

conductivity measurements is roughly between 60% to 70%, since this is the water 

content range at which the electrosurgical process is affecting the tissue the most. 

 

Table 2.1 Water contents for the four tests and the corresponding drying time 

needed. 

Tissue Type Water Content (%) Drying Time (min) k’c (W/m·K) 

Spleen 70 4710 0.31 

Ablated Spleen 59 2070 - 

Liver 69 4560 0.31 

Heart 76 4560 0.32 

 

2.4.3 Water Content of Heart and Liver Tissue 

The water content for the heart and liver tissues is shown in Table 2.1.  The water 

content was 69% for the liver tissue and 76% for the heart tissue.  Compared to the spleen 

tissue, the heart tissue has a higher water content due to the higher volume fraction of 

blood.  Reinoso et al. [1997] has shown the same trend for rat tissues, in which the 

highest water content was found in the heart; then the spleen, with the liver having the 

lowest water content. 

 

 

2.5 Effect of Water Content on Thermal Conductivity 

2.5.1 Experimental Results 

Figure 2.5 shows the measured spleen thermal conductivity and the predicted 

Maxwell-Eucken thermal conductivity values.  As the water content within the spleen 

tissue is reduced, the tissue thermal conductivity decreases.  The initial thermal 

conductivity of the tissue was found to be 0.48 W/m·K at the 70% water content level.  

Previously, Yuan et al. [1993] had found the thermal conductivity of canine spleen to be 

0.54 W/m·K immediately after euthanization.  The thermal conductivity of the tissue had 

minimal changes until the water content level was below 50%.  Once this water content 

level was reached, the thermal conductivity began to drop and at the 20% level, the 

thermal conductivity of the spleen had fallen by 43%.  The 20% water content value was 
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the lowest water content level in which the thermal conductivity could be determined 

accurately.  At lower water content levels, the contact between tissue and thermistor 

deteriorated, making readings susceptible to large amounts of error.  Since the water in 

the tissue is the primary carrier medium for the thermal energy, as the percentage of 

water in the tissue is reduced, the thermal conductivity of the tissue will decrease.  The 

modeling results, to be discussed later in Sec. 2.5.2, further confirm this observation. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.5 Tissue thermal conductivity of spleen tissue as the water content level of 

the tissue is reduced.  The water content level of the tissue at the time of 

measurement is determined through the results of Fig. 2.4. 

 

Figure 2.6 shows that the heart and liver tissue thermal conductivity results are also 

very dependent on the water content.  Initially, the thermal conductivity of the heart 

tissue was 0.50 W/m·K at a water content level of 76%, while the liver tissue had a 

thermal conductivity of 0.49 W/m·K at a water content level of 69%.  For the heart tissue, 

as the water content level was reduced to 33%, there was an overall reduction in the 

thermal conductivity of 17%, while the liver tissue thermal conductivity was reduced by 

29% at a water content level of 31%. 
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The desiccation process subjected the tissue to temperature of 60°C for an extended 

period of time.  However, the effect of this extended heating time was not accounting for 

in the thermal conductivity results.  It is possible that protein denaturing is occurring 

during the desiccation process, which may alter the thermal conductivity of the tissue 

fiber.  Thermal denaturization of collagen generally occurs around 60°C, however 

depending on the experimental conditions this can vary from 48-97°C [Thomsen, et al., 

1989].  Bhattacharya and Mahajan [2003] have shown that heating cow liver up to 80°C 

and then cooling it, causes no hysteresis effect in the thermal conductivity results.  Based 

on these results, it is expected that the effect of the desiccation process on thermal 

conductivity results should be minimal.  However, the desiccation process subjected the 

tissue to an elevated temperature for a much longer time period and the effect of this on 

the thermal conductivity may need to be examined further. 

The overall reduction in the tissue thermal conductivity agrees with the results 

observed by Cooper and Trezek [1971], Sweat [1986] and Perez and Calvelo [1984].  .  

However, Cooper and Trezek [1971] did not present water content results below 66%, 

while both Sweat [1986] and Perez and Calvelo [1984] showed that for meats, as the 

water content was reduced, the thermal conductivity of the tissue also was reduced. 

When the water content of the spleen tissue was reduced from 70% to 60%, the range 

in which the tissue water content was affected by the electrosurgical ablation (Sec. 2.4.2), 

the thermal conductivity of the spleen tissue remained nearly constant, as shown in Fig. 

2.5.  For the liver tissue, Fig. 2.6(a) shows that this drop in water content, from 70% to 

60%, only reduced the thermal conductivity by 5%, while Fig. 2.6(b) shows that the heart 

tissue thermal conductivity was reduced by 6% over this range.  Independent of the tissue 

type, the overall reduction in thermal conductivity over this range is minimal.  Therefore, 

there appears to be little impact on the thermal conductivity of the tissue during 

electrosurgery purely due to the drying effect. 

 

2.5.2 Maxwell-Eucken Modeling Prediction 

The Maxwell-Eucken model was applied to analyze the experimental data to predict 

the effect of water content on the thermal conductivity.  Modeling results are shown as a 
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solid line in Fig. 2.5 for the spleen tissue, Fig. 2.6(a) for the liver tissue, and Fig. 2.6(b) 

for the heart tissue.  For the spleen and liver tissues, the model fit the experimental data 

very well throughout the entire water content range.  Most of the experimental data was 

within 10% of the predicted thermal conductivity.  This validates the model and enables 

the prediction of tissue thermal conductivity for a given water content. 

 

 
 (a) (b) 

 

Figure 2.6 Tissue thermal conductivity of (a) liver and (b) heart tissue as the water 

content level of the tissue is reduced. 

 

For the spleen tissue, the model tended to slightly over predict the thermal 

conductivity of the tissue above 65% water content.  This over prediction of the 

experimental results was caused by the relatively constant thermal conductivity over the 

50-65% range, coupled with the steep decline once the water content level fell below 

50%.  This phenomena caused the k’c value to be 0.31 W/m·K.  In general, the Maxwell-

Eucken model fit the data very well throughout the entire range of values.  For the liver 

tissue, the Maxwell-Eucken model also fit the data very well throughout the entire range 

of values, and the k’c value was also 0.31 W/m·K.  However, for the heart tissue, the k’c 

value was higher than the other two tissues, 0.32 W/m·K.  This higher heart tissue k’c 

caused the predicted thermal conductivity values to not fit as well at the ends of the 

experimental data. 
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For the higher water content levels, the model tended to over predict the thermal 

conductivity, while at the lower water content levels the model under predicted the 

thermal conductivity.  This difference between the model and the experiment occurred 

due to: (1) there are more data points at the higher water content levels and (2) the 

measured thermal conductivity of the heart tissue did not drop off at the lower water 

content levels as compared to the spleen and liver tissues.  Since the fit minimizes the 

residual between the experimental and modeling results, the model is closer to the cluster 

of data points at the higher water content level and further away at the lower level water 

content levels.  

 

 

2.6 Effect of Compression on Thermal Conductivity 

Figure 2.7 shows the effect of compression on the spleen tissue thermal conductivity.  

The tissue was sectioned from the spleen and placed into the device.  The water content 

level for this set of experiments was determined to be 71%.  At 0% compression, the 

average thermal conductivity of the seven tests was 0.49 W/m·K.  When compared to the 

thermal conductivity results obtained in Sec. 2.5.1, the results are within 4% of each other. 
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Figure 2.7 Spleen thermal conductivity as a function of compression level for the 71% 

tissue water content level.  Maxwell-Eucken model is shown by the solid black line, 

while the linear regression is indicated by the blue line. 

 

As the level of compression increased, the amount of water within the tissue was 

reduced.  This reduction in tissue water content caused the thermal conductivity of the 

tissue to fall.  The average final compression of the spleen tissue was 69%. A linear 

regression was applied to the thermal conductivity results and indicated an overall 

decrease in thermal conductivity to 0.44 W/m·K at the 69% compression level.  The large 

variation in the experimental data occurred because the tissue used in the experiment was 

from multiple spleens and different regions within each spleen. 

By measuring the change in height of the electrodes on the Gyrus ACMI 5 mm 

bipolar cutting forceps, an estimate of the level of tissue compression during surgery can 

be made.  The open electrodes of the forceps had a height of 7 mm.  When the electrodes 

were clamped down on the tissue, this height was reduced to 0.7 mm, leading to a 

compression level of 90%.  This compression level exceeds the compression level 
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possible with the current setup, due to the exposed thermistor.  This would indicate that 

during electrosurgery, the tissue thermal conductivity is likely to decrease even further. 

The Maxwell-Eucken model was then applied to the experimental data, as shown by 

the solid line in Fig. 2.7. The model predicted a slightly higher initial thermal 

conductivity of 0.52 W/m·K at the 0% compression level.  As the tissue was compressed 

to 69%, the thermal conductivity fell to 0.48 W/m·K.  At the 0% compression level, the 

model was within 6% of the average experimental thermal conductivity result.  As the 

compression level increased, the difference between the model and the experimental 

results increased slightly to 9%.  From the mathematical model of Sec. 2.2.2.3, there was 

a 12% reduction in the tissue water content when it was subjected to the compressive 

effect. 

It is important to note that the mathematical model is likely under predicting the 

amount of water lost from the compressed region since the model assumed that the 

change in water content was directly related to change in mass for the entire piece of 

tissue.  This assumption does not account for water compressed out of the tissue and into 

the surrounding uncompressed tissue.  Accounting for this water loss will reduce Vwf 

further and will result in a lower thermal conductivity prediction from the Maxwell-

Eucken model.  Therefore, developing a method to determine the water loss into the 

nearby tissue needs to be undertaken to improve the fit of the model to the experimental 

data. 

 

 

2.7 Effect of Combined Water Content and Compression on Tissue Thermal 

Conductivity 

Figure 2.8 shows the thermal conductivity of compressed spleen tissue with water 

content levels reduced to 64% and 54% (from the original 71%).  At the 64% water 

content level, the thermal conductivity measured using the compression device (Fig. 2.1) 

with light initial contact averaged 0.5 W/m·K, which corresponded well to the 

experimental results shown Fig. 2.5.  As the tissue was compressed similar to the results 

of Fig. 2.7, the thermal conductivity also was reduced.  At an average compression level 

of 71%, the value of the linear regression was 0.42 W/m·K.  The R
2
 value for the linear 
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regression fit to the experimental thermal conductivity results was 0.46.  The reduction in 

the thermal conductivity is caused by the loss of the water within the tissue as it is 

compressed.  The Maxwell-Eucken model also predicted a similar reduction in thermal 

conductivity. 

 

 
 (a) (b) 

 

Figure 2.8 Spleen thermal conductivity as a function of compression level for (a) 64% 

and (b) 54% tissue water content level.  The Maxwell-Eucken model is shown by 

the solid black line, while the linear regression is indicated by the blue line. 

 

For the tissue further dried to 54% water content, Fig. 2.8(b) shows the thermal 

conductivity at 0% compression is 0.38 W/m·K; lower than the experimental results 

shown in Fig. 2.5.  As the tissue was compressed, the thermal conductivity of the tissue 

increased, which is different from the results shown in Fig. 2.8(a).  At a compression 

level of 45%, the linear regression fit indicated a thermal conductivity value of 0.43 

W/m·K. 

Applying the Maxwell-Eucken model to the data showed a couple of discrepancies.  

First, the model predicts a higher thermal conductivity value, 0.46 W/m·K at the 0% 

compression level.  Comparing this to the experimental results of Fig. 2.8(b), the model 

over predicts the thermal conductivity by 19%.  However, the model prediction matches 

well to the results of Sec. 2.5.1 for tissue with a similar water content value (54%).  This 

indicates that the results for this experiment may be experiencing thermistor-tissue 
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contact issues.  Experiments conducted in Sec. 2.5.1 used a fully exposed thermistor bead 

inserted into tissue, while this experiment uses a partially exposed thermistor bead.  At 

the reduced water content levels, the tissue starts to become porous, while also 

developing a hard crust on its outer surfaces.  Therefore, the tissue may not be making 

complete contact with the thermistor at the thermistor-tissue interface.  This effect 

introduces air at the contact interface.  The air, with a low thermal conductivity, causes 

the effective thermal conductivity result of the tissue to be lower than expected. 

The Maxwell-Eucken results in Fig. 2.8(b) show that as the tissue is compressed, the 

model predicts a 2% change in the thermal conductivity.  However, the experimental 

results showed a 13% increase in the thermal conductivity.  This increase in the 

experimental results is caused by the air at the tissue-thermistor interface being expelled 

from the tissue as it is compressed.  This effect is not captured by the model, and thus 

causes the experimental results to rise faster than the model is predicting. 

 

 

2.8 Conclusions 

This study showed that a decrease in the tissue water content level reduced the 

thermal conductivity of canine spleen, liver and heart tissue.  A similar decrease in 

thermal conductivity was observed in spleen tissue subjected to compression at higher 

water content levels.  The change in thermal conductivity shown during the water content 

experiment indicated that the water loss during ablation will have little effect on the 

thermal conductivity.  However, when there are significant water content losses in the 

tissue, the thermal conductivity of the tissue will drop dramatically.  In the case of spleen 

tissue, when the water content level was reduced from 70% to 20% the thermal 

conductivity fell by 43%.  This reduction in tissue thermal conductivity was expected, 

since the water within the tissue is the primary carrier medium for the thermal energy. 

Compression was found to decrease the tissue thermal conductivity.  For spleen tissue 

that had not been subjected to desiccation, the tissue thermal conductivity fell by 9% after 

69% compression.  Desiccating the tissue to an average water content level of 64% had a 

similar decrease in the thermal conductivity (12%) as the tissue was compressed by 71%.  
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The Maxwell-Eucken model predicted a comparable reduction in the thermal 

conductivity, and was within 12% of the experimental results. 

Further investigation into how the air and fluids within the tissue are transported 

during compression and the resulting change in the thermal conductivity is needed.  As 

the fluids and air within the tissue are lost, the cellular structure will change, but how this 

structural change impacts the thermal conductivity has not been identified.  This effect, 

along with the thermal conductivity results obtained from this experiment, can then be 

used to improve the finite element models applied to study thermal transport phenomenon 

during surgery.  This will enhance both the understanding of the overall physical tissue 

temperature interactions, as well as allow for improvement in the algorithms used to 

control the energy being delivered during surgical processes. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

VESSEL TISSUE TEMPERATURE PROFILE DURING BIPOLAR 

ELECTROSURGICAL SEALING 

 

ABSTRACT 

Experimental temperature profile analysis of bipolar electrosurgical vessel sealing in 

a porcine model was conducted.  Electrosurgical sealing utilizes electrical energy to 

coagulate and denature proteins in the vessel, creating a bond.  The femoral artery and 

mesenteric artery vasculature were sealed and the temperature distributions in the vessel 

tissue and the electrical voltage and current were measured.  The maximum temperature 

at 1 mm away from the edge of the electrode was measured to be about 83°C for both the 

femoral artery and mesenteric artery vasculature.  The temperature profile and electrical 

voltage and current delivered in each pulse were analyzed to predict change in the tissue 

impedance and water content during vessel sealing. Results in both vessel sealing 

experiments show that, during the first three to four pulses, the tissue impedance remains 

relatively constant.  In subsequent pulses, the tissue water content decreased as the tissue 

temperature increased from resistive heating.  This was indicated by the increasing tissue 

impedance and the reduction in temperature increase per pulse. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Blood vessel sealing is important to prevent the loss of excessive amounts of blood 

during surgery.  Typically, this sealing is accomplished by ligating the vessel [Siperstein 

et al., 2002], applying a vessel clip [Spivak et al., 1998] or by using an ultrasonic or 

electrosurgical device [Underwood et al., 1998].  Electrosurgical devices are widely used 

for both cutting and sealing of tissue during surgery.  During electrosurgery, an electrical 

current is sent through the tissue, which generates the resistive heating and causes the 

proteins in the tissue to denature into a colloidal state that forms a permanent seal 

[Heniford et al., 2001]. 

There are two types of electrosurgery: bipolar and monopolar.  In bipolar 

electrosurgery, both the active and passive electrodes are contained within a single device.  

The tissue is clamped between two electrodes and the electrical current passes through 

the tissue.  This is different from monopolar electrosurgery, in which an active electrode 

is held in the surgeon’s hand and a grounding electrode is placed under the patient with 

the current passing through the body [Lee and Lambert, 2001].  Modern bipolar 

electrosurgical devices use high current (4 A), low voltage (<200 V) energy to seal 

vessels [Carbonell et al., 2003].  This electrical current heats the tissue and generates a 

large thermal spread to the surrounding tissue, which in turn exposes the vessel tissue to 

high temperatures [Carlander et al., 2005]. 

High tissue temperature during electrosurgery alters the biological properties of the 

tissue permanently.  As the tissue is heated, melting of the collagen and elastin within the 

tissue occurs as the tertiary hydrogen bonds between the collagen and the matrix denature 

and realign [Thomsen et al., 1989].  Once the heat is removed from the tissue, the 

collagen cools and realigns, which permanently alters the state of the collagen and creates 

a flexible seal within the tissue [Matthews et al., 2001].  The temperature at which tissue 

damage begins varies widely in the literature as it is temperature, time, and tissue type 

dependent [Eman and Cuschieri, 2003; Reidenbach and Buess, 1992].  Eman and 

Cuschieri [2003] determined that protein denaturing occurred above 60°C, as the tissue 

turns from a colloidal state into an insoluble gel.  Reidenbach and Buess [1992] observed 
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that protein denaturing was occurring at temperatures as low as 45°C with suitable vessel 

occlusion. 

During electrosurgery, surgeons typically use visual cues, such as tissue drying, 

shrinkage, whitening, disruption, charring, combustion, and/or ablation [Thomsen et al., 

1989], to determine if the tissue has reached an elevated temperature.  However, using 

these visual cues as a confirmation method is imprecise, as they may not be accurately 

predicting the internal tissue damage. 

The level of thermal damage depends on several factors, including the tissue being 

sealed, power level and sealing time [Washington et al., 2003].  Using a 5 mm bipolar 

scalpel, Campbell et al. [2003] showed that the average thermal spread was 4.4 mm.  

However, this thermal spread was coupled with a bipolar jaw temperature of 97°C, which 

in turn took 14 s for the jaw to equilibrate back to the ambient temperature.  These results 

are similar to the thermal spread obtained by Harold et al. [2003], which indicated that 

the thermal spread was 3.3 mm when sealing a 6 to 7 mm vessel.  However, the past 

research did not quantify the level and profile of vessel temperature during the sealing 

process.  Thus, this becomes one of the goals of this research. 

As the size of the vessel increases, the sealing time must increase in order for a 

quality seal to be formed.  However, this increase in sealing time causes more energy 

input into the vessel and causes the temperature to rise in the surrounding tissue.  A better 

understanding of the thermal damage to surrounding tissue during electrosurgical vessel 

sealing is needed, since limiting the thermal spread to nearby nerves is of great 

importance [Carlander et al., 2005].  The goal of this research is to better understand the 

temperature profile in the vessel during sealing and to study how the changes in 

impedance and temperature are related to the tissue water content.  The influence of 

vessel size and type are also investigated. 

In this study, using a porcine model, in vivo vessel sealing is used to examine the 

thermal profile of the femoral artery and mesenteric artery vasculature during bipolar 

electrosurgical vessel sealing.  The tissue temperature at specific locations on the vessel, 

and the voltage and current data from the electrosurgical device is measured.  The 

impedance of the tissue and the tissue temperature change during each electrical pulse are 
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calculated and related to the changes in tissue water content during the electrosurgery 

process. 

 

 

3.2 In Vivo Vessel Sealing Experiment 

By using an in vivo animal model for sealing the blood vessels, the corresponding 

thermal profile within the vessel tissue replicates the conditions that would be seen 

during surgery.  The ex vivo setting for vessel sealing can lead to inaccurate temperature 

results as there is no simple way to replicate the flow of blood at body temperature 

through the vessel as it is being sealed. 

 

3.2.1 Experimental Setup 

A porcine (50% Duroc, 25% Yorkshire and 25% Landrace) model weighing 

approximately 45 kg was used for the in vivo vessel sealing experiments at the University 

of Michigan Medical School under an approved animal protocol.  Anesthesia was 

induced in the animal with an intramuscular injection of Telazol
®
 (6 mg/kg) mixed with 

Xylazine (2.2 mg/kg).  The animal was intubated and placed under general anesthesia 

using Isoflurane (2 to 2.5%).  The animal was then placed on a ventilator (10 ml/kg) at 12 

bpm.  Oxygen saturation, pulse rate, and respiratory rate were monitored with pulse 

oximetry at regular intervals. 

The 5 mm bipolar cutting forceps (Gyrus ACMI #3005PK), as shown in Fig. 3.1, 

were used to seal the vessels.  The device was attached to a generator (Gyrus ACMI, 

SuperPulse Generator #744000), which was set to the VP1 setting with a power level of 

30 W.  The leads of the device were attached to a digital oscilloscope (Agilent #54833A) 

in peak detect mode with a 100:1 high voltage probe (Agilent 10076A) and a current 

probe (Agilent 1147A).  The voltage and current data were collected at 10 kHz.  Using 

Ohm’s law, the impedance of the tissue was determined by dividing the voltage by the 

current [Pasic et al., 2007]. 
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Figure 3.1 The bipolar electrosurgical device used in this study and a close-up view 

of electrode tip. 

 

The tissue temperature was measured using a series of thermistors set into a 

polycarbonate fixture, as shown in Fig. 3.2.  The polycarbonate fixture, epoxied to the top 

of the electrodes, held the thermistors in position relative to the edge of the electrode.  

Three thermistors were epoxied into the fixture with the tip exposed to a depth of 0.75 

mm.  In the fixture, the distance between the edge of the electrode and the three 

thermistors were 1, 2 and 3 mm, corresponding to Thermistor #1, #2 and #3, respectively.  

The micro thermistor (Alpha Technics Model #56A1002-C8) used in this study has an 

outside diameter of 0.46 mm.  The measurement tolerance is ±0.1°C at 25°C with a time 

constant of 250 ms.  A data acquisition system sampling at 40 Hz was utilized to record 

thermistor data.  It should be noted that the thermistors were reading a surface 

temperature, as no puncturing of the blood vessel was observed.  However, since the 

vessel walls are very thin (less than 0.3 mm), it is expected that the measured external 

tissue temperature is close to the internal tissue temperature. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 3.2 Fixture used to hold the thermistors for temperature profile 

measurement (a) top view and (b) side view schematic showing thermistor location 

relative to the bipolar forceps. 

 

3.2.2 Experimental Procedure 

Fig. 3.3 shows the overall experiment setup for the mesenteric artery vasculature in 

the porcine model.  The tissue around the vessel was cut away using a scalpel and 

scissors; a spreader was used to hold the incision open.  The blood vessel was then pulled 

slightly away from the tissue using a pair of forceps.  This allowed for the electrodes of 

the device to grasp the vessel tissue to be sealed. 
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Figure 3.3 (a) Overview of the porcine model used for the bipolar mesenteric artery 

vasculature vessel sealing experiment. 

 

Once the device was in place, the procedure began by starting the thermistor data 

acquisition.  After confirmation that the thermistors were working correctly, the generator 

was activated and the electrical current was delivered to the tissue via the electrodes.  The 

Gyrus generator delivers the current to the tissue in a pulsed waveform, in an attempt to 

mitigate issues with charring and sticking of the electrode to the tissue.  The experiment 

was stopped once the audible tone from the generator was heard.  The temperature 

readings were collected for an additional 10 to 15 s, while the tissue cooled. 

Two sets of experiment were conducted to study the thermal profile during bipolar 

electrosurgery.  The sealing of a 3 mm femoral artery is marked as Exp I.  Exp. II seals 

the vasculature of the mesenteric artery by first dividing out the section of interest, and 

then by clamping down across the vasculature tissue, which contained a series of small 

arteries running through it.  The width of the mesenteric artery vasculature sealed was 7 

mm.  Experiments were repeated to affirm the results.  However, statistical variations 

were not calculated, since the number of suitable sealing locations in the porcine model 

was limited. 

 

Electrode

s 

Thermistor Fixture 

Mesenteric Artery 

Vasculature 
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3.3 Experimental Results 

3.3.1 Exp. I (Femoral Artery) 

Figure 3.4(a) shows the temperature at the three thermistor locations during the 

sealing of the 3 mm femoral artery.  The starting internal temperature of the porcine 

model vessel was 29°C, while the addition of the energy caused the vessel temperature to 

rise to 83°C at Thermistor #1 (1 mm from the electrode).  Once the tissue reached the 

maximum temperature, additional electrical pulses did not cause the tissue temperature to 

rise, due to the lack of resistive heating.  Based on the temperature at Thermistor #1, it is 

expected that the tissue closer to the electrode reached an even higher temperature, since 

steam was given off from the sealing site.  In a separate ex vivo experiment to test the 

effect of the steam on the temperature readings of the thermistors, the steam was found to 

increase the thermistor temperatures by less than 8°C.  This steam effect and the 

corresponding water loss will be discussed further in the next section. 

At Thermistor #2, the first six pulses caused the tissue temperature to rise beyond 

60°C.  Subsequent pulses only raised the tissue temperature by another 4°C, as the tissue 

had already dried out.  This is in contrast to Thermistor #3 where the tissue temperature 

continued to rise throughout the experiment due to conduction and reached a maximum 

temperature of 53°C at the end of the electrical pulsing. 

The temperature change, ΔT, is defined as the rise of temperature in a pulse.  For 

example, the ΔT of first three pulses at Thermistor #1 are marked as ΔT1 (4°C), ΔT2 (5°C) 

and ΔT3 (18°C) in Fig. 3.4(a).  Fig. 3.4(b) presents the ΔT for Exp. I.  From the 

temperature profile results, three distinct phases were identified to represent the 

physiological changes occurring in the tissue during the sealing process.  These are 

marked as Phases 1, 2 and 3, as shown in Fig. 3.4. 

Phase 1 is from the beginning of the sealing process, up until the ΔT at Thermistor #1 

reaches a maximum at the end of the fourth pulse, as shown in Fig. 3.4(b). 
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 (a) 

 
 (b) 

 

Figure 3.4 Exp. I - Femoral artery (a) temperature profile at Thermistors #1, #2, 

and #3 and (b) ΔT for each electrical pulse. 

 

Phase 2 is defined when ΔT at Thermistor #1 is falling and the ΔT at Thermistor #2 is 

rising. 
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The final phase, Phase 3, occurs when there is minimal resistive heating at all three 

temperature measurement locations and the tissue water content level has stabilized.  The 

tissue water content level is stabilized in Phase 3.  The tissue water content level 

stabilized in Phase 3.  The boundary between Phases 2 and 3 is vague since each vessel 

type and size will behave differently during sealing. 

Figure 3.4(b) shows that during Phase 1, the ΔT at Thermistor #1 increased very 

quickly (ΔT1 = 4°C, ΔT2 = 5°C, ΔT3 = 18°C and ΔT4 = 21°C), due to the resistive heating 

of the tissue near the electrode.  However, at Thermistors #2 and #3 the ΔT value never 

exceeded 8°C and 1°C.  This indicates that most of the heating within the tissue is 

centered near the electrode in Phase I, because the tissue water content level is still 

relatively high and the electrical energy is able to easily pass through the tissue. 

During Phase 2, the ΔT at Thermistor #1 begins to decrease rapidly.  By the end of 

Phase 2, the ΔT of each additional pulse is less than 4°C, indicating that the tissue water 

content near the electrodes is likely falling rapidly.  It has been shown that as the tissue 

temperature increases, the tissue water content is reduced [Ramachandran et al., 1996].  

This water content reduction occurs because the elevated tissue temperature forces the 

fluids in the tissue to either be transferred to the nearby tissues by mass diffusion or to be 

given off as steam vapor.  This water movement from the high to low temperature regions 

in the tissue causes the effective heat transfer rate within the tissue to be higher than if 

only thermal conduction was considered.  A secondary effect of the water movement is 

that as the water content of the tissue near the electrodes is reduced, more of the electrical 

energy is directed towards the tissue further away from the electrode.  The spread of 

electrical energy outward is seen at Thermistor #2 as the ΔT reaches a maximum during 

Phase 2. 

In Phase 3, it appears that the tissue water content level begins to stabilize as the ΔT 

for Thermistors #1, #2 and #3 levels off.  Minimal resistive heating is seen at all three 

thermistor locations, as ΔT does not increase by more than 2°C.  This is caused by tissue 

being unable to carry the electrical current to locations away from the sealing site, due to 

its lower water content.  The final observation from Fig. 3.4(b) is the relatively constant 

heating of the tissue at Thermistor #3, independent of time.  This indicates that the tissue 
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temperature at this location, further away from the electrode, is more dependent on 

thermal effects rather than the resistive heating of the tissue. 

Figure 3.5(a) shows the measured voltage and current being applied to the tissue 

during the femoral artery sealing.  Each of the electrical pulses was determined to be 

approximately 0.22 s long and applied about 100 V AC to the tissue, as shown in the first 

6.5 s of Exp. I in Fig. 3.4(b).  Between each of the pulses, there was a cool down period 

of 0.5 s in an attempt to reduce the temperature of the surrounding tissue and to reduce 

the amount of sticking between the sealed tissue and the electrodes.  The voltage being 

applied to the tissue remained relative constant throughout the entire experiment; 

however, the current being applied to the tissue varied from 5.5 to 0.5 A.  The current of 

each pulse was the highest at the beginning of the pulse as the generator detected the low 

tissue impedance.  As the impedance of the tissue rose from the resistive heating, the 

current gradually dropped. 

The impedance of tissue at every data point in Fig. 3.5(b) is calculated by dividing the 

voltage by the current.  The average impedance of the tissue during the first pulse was 28 

Ω and by the ninth pulse, the average impedance had increased to 193 Ω.  The calculated 

tissue impedance results could be related to the ΔT results in Fig. 3.4(b).  During Phase 1, 

the average impedance value increased by 135%, from 28 Ω at the first pulse to 66 Ω at 

the forth pulse, as the water within the tissue was lost.  The water carries the electrical 

energy.  As it is lost, the tissue impedance increases since a greater proportion of the 

electrical energy must pass through the higher resistance tissue fibers. 

In Phase 2, the average impedance of the tissue increased an additional 150%, from 

66 Ω in the fourth pulse to 165 Ω in the seventh pulse, as additional water was lost from 

within the tissue due to the elevated tissue temperature.  In Phase 3, the average tissue 

impedance remained high and did not change significantly, as the tissue water content 

stabilized. 
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 (a) 

 

 (b) 

 

Figure 3.5 Exp. I - Femoral artery (a) measured electrical current and voltage in the 

first nine pulses and (b) calculated tissue impedance during each pulse. 
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3.3.2 Exp. II (Mesenteric Artery Vasculature) 

Figure 3.6(a) shows the temperature profiles obtained from the three thermistors 

during sealing of the mesenteric artery vasculature.  The starting internal temperature of 

the mesenteric vasculature was 31°C, while the energy addition caused the temperature at 

Thermistor #1 to rise to 83°C, which is identical to the femoral artery results.  The 

temperature at Thermistor #1 increased quickly, but then the temperature remained 

relatively constant once the peak temperature was reached.  However, fewer pulses were 

needed to reach this maximum temperature in the mesenteric artery vasculature since the 

vasculature was comprised of a series of smaller diameter vessels.  Thermistor #2 reached 

a maximum temperature of 63°C at the end of the pulses in Phase 3.  This is also identical 

to the maximum temperature reached at Thermistor #2 during the femoral artery sealing.  

However, once the electrical pulses ended, the temperature of both Thermistors #1 and #2 

fell quickly.  The reduction in temperature was caused by the conduction of the thermal 

energy towards the surrounding (Thermistor #3) regions of lower temperature tissue.  

This is confirmed by the slow rising temperature to 43°C after 15 s at Thermistor #3.  

Overall, similar temperature trends were observed between the two different vessels.. 

During Phase 1, Fig. 3.6(b) shows that the ΔT at Thermistor #1 increased very 

quickly (ΔT1 = 4°C, ΔT2 = 9°C and ΔT3 = 19°C), similar to the femoral artery results.  At 

Thermistors #2 and #3, the ΔT value did not exceeded 3 and 0°C, respectively.  This 

indicates that most of the electrical resistive heating within the tissue occurs near the 

electrodes. 
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 (a) 

 
 (b) 

 

Figure 3.6 Exp. II - Mesenteric artery vasculature (a) temperature profile at 

Thermistors #1, #2, and #3 and (b) ΔT for each electrical pulse. 
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As Phase 2 begins, the tissue undergoes a change in water content as the ΔT at 

Thermistor #1 falls due to the reduced tissue water content near the electrodes.  This 

causes the electrical energy to be diverted out to the tissue near Thermistor #2.  The ΔT at 

Thermistor #2 reaches a maximum value of 8°C in the fifth pulse.  As Phase 2 ends, the 

ΔT of Thermistor #2 falls as the water content is reduced further and Phase 3 begins.  

During Phase 3, the tissue water content stabilizes and the resistive heating at all three 

thermistor locations is reduced.  The ΔT does not increase by more than 1°C for any of 

the thermistors during Phase 3.  However, throughout the entire experiment, the ΔT for 

Thermistor #3 never increases above 1°C.  This indicates a lack of resistive heating near 

this location. 

Figure 3.7(a) shows the measured voltage and current being applied to the tissue 

during sealing of the mesenteric vasculature.  The voltage for most of the pulses was 100 

V AC, while the current at the beginning of each pulse was nearly 6 A, both comparable 

to the femoral artery results.  During the first three pulses, the current dropped off rapidly, 

which was different from the trend observed in femoral artery.  This was caused by the 

smaller vessel size and the spread out structure of the vasculature  

Figure 3.7(b) shows the tissue impedance for the mesenteric vasculature during each 

electrical pulse.  The average impedance of the tissue during the first pulse was 14 Ω and 

by the ninth pulse, the impedance had steadily increased to 225 Ω.  During Phase 1, the 

average impedance value increased by 88%, from 14 Ω at the first pulse to 26 Ω at the 

third pulse, as the water in the tissue near the electrode is lost.    The impedance is much 

lower than the femoral artery in Phase 1 due to the smaller vessel sizes of the mesenteric 

artery vasculature.  The tissue impedance increased by more than fivefold (from 26 Ω to 

156 Ω) in Phase 2, likely .due to a significant reduction in the tissue water content.  In 

Phase 3, the tissue impedance only increased by 45%, between the seventh pulse (156 Ω) 

and the ninth pulse (225 Ω), as the tissue water content level stabilized. 
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 (a) 

 
 (b) 

 

Figure 3.7 Exp. II - Mesenteric artery vasculature (a) measured electrical current 

and voltage in the first nine pulses and (b) calculated tissue impedance during each 

pulse. 
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3.4 Conclusions 

The tissue temperature profile along with the electrical voltage and current for in vivo 

bipolar electrosurgical sealing of the femoral artery and mesenteric artery vasculature 

were measured with comparable trends and magnitudes for both vessels.  For the 

electrical pulses, the rise in temperature ΔT was the highest during the first few pulses 

and quickly decayed to an insignificant level.  The average impedance increased with 

each additional pulse due to the reduction in tissue water content as the tissue temperature 

increased due to resistive heating and steam being given off.  This work showed that 

there was a connection between ΔT and the tissue impedance for both the femoral artery 

and mesenteric artery vasculature. 

Further work is needed to develop a relationship between the tissue temperature 

profile and the quality of the bipolar vessel seal.  Modeling of the measured temperature 

profile using the finite element method is an on-going research topic aimed at predicting 

the temporal and spatial distribution of vessel temperature during electrosurgery.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF THE TEMPERATURE PROFILE IN 

BIPOLAR ELECTROSURGICAL VESSEL SEALING 

 

 
ABSTRACT 

A finite element model (FEM) is presented to predict the thermal profile of a 3 mm 

femoral artery sealed using a bipolar electrosurgical device.  Large thermal gradients 

within the tissue are present, since the bipolar device resistively heats the tissue.  The 

development of a thermal FEM can lead to improved bipolar device designs that 

minimize the spread of this thermal energy to nearby tissues.  Differences between the 

temperature results from FEM and experimental measurements indicate that the thermal 

energy is being transferred to the measurement locations further from the electrode faster 

than the model is predicting.  A damage function based on the tissue temperature was 

developed for the electrical conductivity; however, it is unable to account for the 

movement of the water within the tissue during the vessel sealing process.  A comparison 

of the temperature results between similar 2D and 3D models indicates that the 2D model 

can be used to predict the tissue temperature during vessel sealing.  The effect of blood 

within the vessel reduced the temperature at the location closest to the electrode, but had 

minimal effect on the tissue temperature.  The modeling results indicate that the 

development of a FEM that accounts for mass transfer and incorporates tissue thermal 

damage during the vessel sealing process is needed to accurately predict the temperature 

profile. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Modeling of surgical operations is important for advancing the design of surgical 

devices and to enhance the capability of simulation during surgical procedure training.  

Experimental testing of surgical devices on animal models is expensive, time consuming 

and requires lengthy approvals.  A modeling based approach serves as a means of testing 

and verifying concepts quickly, while saving time and experimental resources if the 

process does not behave as expected.  This study investigates thermal modeling for 

electrosurgical devices. 

Electrosurgery, the delivering of high frequency electrical energy to tissue was 

developed in the 1920s.  In recent years, a variety of different devices have been 

developed to ablate tumors [Goldberg, 2001], cauterize tissue [Pearce, 1986], and to seal 

vessels [Newcomb et al., 2009].  For vessel ligation operations, bipolar electrosurgery has 

replaced traditional suturing, especially during laparoscopic surgery.  These 

electrosurgical devices work by clamping down on the vessel, while applying an 

electrical current to the tissue to resistively heat it.  This resistive heating causes the 

tissue temperature to rise and the proteins within the tissue begin to denature [Wright and 

Humphrey, 2002].  Once the application of the energy stops, the tissue cools and forms a 

bond. 

Since the tissue must be heated to form the vessel seal, often the adjacent tissue 

around the sealing site is also subjected to the elevated temperature.  Most of the current 

devices attempt to mitigate these issues through the use of generators that implement 

control algorithms for the energy output [Kennedy et al., 1998].  Devices may also use 

other means, such as “smart electrodes” that turn on and off depending on the local tissue 

temperature [Smaldone et al., 2008] or a heat pipe in the electrode for cooling [Vellimana 

et al., 2009].  However, even with these advanced techniques, the thermal spread from 

these devices often exceeds 3 mm [Campbell et al., 2003]. This is a major problem with 

most of the current devices, as they are unable to prevent the spread of heat to the nearby 

tissues.  The tissue thermal damage, often referred to as thermal spread, can lead to major 

postoperative issues and can be detrimental to a patient’s long-term recovery.  

Understanding the tissue temperature distribution in electrosurgical vessel sealing is 
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important.  The goal of this study is to develop a finite element thermal model to predict 

the spatial and temporal distributions of tissue temperature during vessel sealing. 

Past electrosurgical modeling has focused primarily on tumor ablation within: the 

liver [Haemmerich et al., 2003], uterus [Angelone and Martin, 2009] and heart 

[Tungjitkusolmun et al., 2000].  In the ablation process, the amount of energy being 

delivered is relatively low and the heating times are often on the order of 480 to 720 s.  

This is different from the electrosurgical process used to seal blood vessels, which 

utilizes a high voltage (about 100 V) in about 20 s to occlude the vessel.  Research into 

how to accurately model the electrosurgical vessel sealing process is lacking.  Dodde et al. 

[2008] developed a FEM to predict the thermal spread from a bipolar electrosurgical 

device when used to cauterize porcine spleen.  For electrosurgical vessel sealing, 

modeling the temperature profile is more challenging due to the small volume of tissue 

being sealed. 

A good understanding of the tissue thermal and electrical properties, which vary 

depending on the level of water content, damage, and compression during vessel sealing, 

is critical for accurate modeling of electrosurgical tissue joining.  During the application 

of electrical energy to the tissue, the tissue temperature increases quickly from the 

resistive heating.  Even before the tissue reaches these elevated temperatures, major 

irreversible damage has occurred within the tissue.  Incorporation of the damage effect 

into the modeling process has been attempted by altering the specific heat of the tissue 

[Yang et al., 2007], changing the electrical conductivity of the tissue [Haemmerich et al., 

2003], or by simulating the diffusion of water vapor within the tissue [Ward et al., 2007].  

The choice of which method to use is often at the discretion of the researcher, since no 

single parameter has been identified as being the most important.  This study identifies 

critical parameters that affect the accuracy of the FEM temperature prediction during 

electrosurgical sealing. 

In this study, the thermal spread from a bipolar electrosurgery sealing device is 

predicted using a 3 mm blood vessel FEM developed using COMSOL Multiphysics.  The 

modeling temperature results are then compared to the temperature results obtained from 

experimental data [Chastagner, 2010a].  Key parameters within the model are presented 
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and discussed, since they can be used to guide the direction of future work related to 

modeling of the bipolar vessel sealing process. 

 

 

4.2 Vessel Sealing Temperature Modeling 

The bio-heat transfer equation for tissue, similar to the heat equation for conduction, 

but with added terms for heat sources, was developed in the late 1940s by Pennes [1948] 

and can be expressed as: 

 

gmabb qqTTcwTk
t

T
c 



)(2  (4.1) 

where t is the time, ρ is the tissue density, c is the tissue heat capacity, k is the tissue 

conductivity, wb is the effective blood perfusion parameter, cb is the blood heat capacity, 

T is the local tissue temperature, Ta is the blood inlet temperature or steady-state 

temperature of the tissue, qm is the metabolic heat generation rate of the tissue, and qg is 

the heat generation term due to the externally induced electro-surgical heating of the 

tissue.  The heat generation term is defined as:  

 

qg = J·E (4.2) 

where J is the current density (A/m
2
) and E is the electric field intensity (V/m). 

The voltage in the tissue and electrode can be calculated by solving the Laplace’s 

equation: 

 

   0 VT  (4.3) 

where σ(T) is the temperature-dependent conductivity and V is the voltage. 
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In this study, the blood perfusion and metabolic heat sources are assumed to be 

negligible, and Eq. (4.1) reduces to: 

 

gqTk
t

T
c 


 2  (4.4) 

In the model, Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) are simultaneously solved, since an iterative 

computation of both the electrical field and temperature is needed. 

4.2.1 Modeling Procedure 

The temperature profile of a 3 mm diameter femoral artery sealed with a 5 mm 

bipolar electrosurgery device (Gyrus ACMI #3005PK) is modeled in this study.  A 

thermal-electric-partial differential equation (PDE) multi-physics model was created in 

COMSOL 3.5a and solved with the direct COMSOL PARDISO solver, using a stationary 

time iterative stepping process [Dodde et al., 2008].  The time steps for the energy 

delivery and cooling stages were 0.025 s and 0.25 s, respectively.  Experimentally 

measured electrical voltage from the in vivo bipolar electrosurgical vessel sealing of 

femoral artery was applied as the input [Chastagner, 2010a]. 

 

4.2.2 Material Properties 

Properties for the vessel tissue, blood and electrode are presented in Table 4.1, except 

for the electrical conductivity, which will be discussed in the next section.  The thermal 

conductivity was assumed to be temperature dependent.  The temperature-dependent 

vessel tissue thermal conductivity is [Valvano et al., 1985]: 

 

)(0013.0)( refref TTkTk   (4.5) 

where kref (=0.45 W/m·K) is the baseline tissue thermal conductivity [Duck, 1990].  For 

the vessel tissue between the electrodes, the water content and thermal conductivity of the 

tissue will decrease as the tissue is compressed.  Therefore, a 10% reduction in the 

thermal conductivity was used for the tissue between the electrodes [Chastagner, 2010b]. 
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Table 4.1 Material properties used in FEM of the vessel. 

 Material property Vessel tissue Blood 
Electrode (AISI 301 

stainless steel) 

 Density (ρ) [kg/m
3
] 1050** 1060* 8000 

 Specific heat (C) [J/g·K] 3314** 3890* 500 

 Thermal conductivity (k) [W/m·K] Eq. (4.5) 0.53** 16.2 

 Electrical conductivity (σ) [S/m] Eq. (4.6) 0.667*** 1.39 x 10
6
 

* Golombeck et al. [1999] 

** Duck [1990] 

*** Tungjitkusolmun et al. [2002] 

 

4.2.3 Damage Model for Tissue Electrical Conductivity 

During bipolar electrosurgery, the thermal and electrical conductivity of the tissue 

will change based on the tissue water content and the amount of tissue damage.  The 

temperature effect on the electrical conductivity is more than a magnitude of order higher 

than on the thermal conductivity.  Therefore, the effect of tissue damage is only 

considered for the electrical conductivity. 

In this study, when T<100°C, the electrical conductivity σ(T) was assumed to increase 

at a rate of 2%/°C [Schwan and Foster, 1980]:  Once the tissue became damaged 

(T>100°C), the electrical conductivity was set at a low, constant value, designated as σd.  

In this study, σd = 0.01 S/m.  Haemmerich et al. [2003] used a reduction in the electrical 

conductivity of 10,000 to define the effect of thermal damage on tissue electrical 

conductivity.  To implement this tissue damage within the model, the following 

expression was used for the electrical conductivity: 

 

    uTTT refref  01.102.01)(   (4.6) 

where σref is the reference electrical conductivity of the tissue (0.55 S/m [Duck, 1990]). 

Tref is the reference temperature and u is the dependent variable from the PDE mode. 
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The PDE mode in the model allows for the irreversible physiological changes in the 

tissue to be represented.  The flux vector within the PDE mode was set to zero, while the 

source term was defined by an expression to represent the temperature at which the 

electrical conductivity will change:
 

 

 dTdTTThsflcF change ),(1   (4.7) 

where flc1hs is a smoothed heaviside function with continuous first derivative continuity, 

Tchange is the temperature at which the transition occurs (100°C for the model) and dT is 

the range of the temperature transition (0.1°C).  Once the temperature exceeds Tchange, the 

source term switches state from 0 to 1 and remains at this value.  The source term is then 

coupled, through u, with Eq. (4.6), which causes σ(T) to drop to σd when the temperature 

exceeds 100°C. 

This reduction in electrical conductivity is caused by the loss of water in the tissue as 

it is vaporized.  Water is the primary carrier medium for the electrical energy in the tissue.  

Thus, the loss of water causes the electrical conductivity of the tissue to fall.  This in turn 

causes the resistive heating of the tissue to decrease at the location in which this elevated 

temperature has been reached. 

A secondary effect caused by the vaporization of water in the tissue is the mass 

transfer.  The water is vaporized and moves away from the heating region [Ward et al., 

2007].  This fluid movement occurs by either mass diffusion in the tissue or by water 

vapor being given off from tissue surface.  It is expected that as the heated water vapor 

moves from the high tissue temperature regions to low temperature regions, it will 

condensate in the lower temperature regions [Yang et al., 2007]. 

 

4.2.4 Vessel Geometry, FEM Meshing and Techniques 

In this study, two 2D and one 3D vessel and electrode geometries, as shown in Fig. 

4.1, were developed.  Fig. 4.1(a) shows a simplified 2D model with a tissue height (h) 

equal to 1 mm, which corresponds to the average height of tissue next to the two jagged 

electrodes.  In the simplified 2D model, the vessel is deformed by the thermistors 

contacting the tissue.  This causes the tissue to be deformed throughout the entire 7 mm 
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length of the vessel.  This represents the actual vessel sealing process, where both the 

electrodes and thermistors compressed the tissue into a flattened elliptical shape. 

Fig. 4.1(b) shows another 2D model with h = 1 mm next to the electrodes and a 

smooth transition to the 3 mm vessel diameter.  This model represents a vessel that is not 

deformed by the thermistors. 

A 3D model with h = 1 mm next to the electrodes and a smooth transition to the 3 

mm vessel diameter is shown in Fig. 4.1(c).  For simplification, the jagged electrodes 

[Dodde et al., 2008] of the bipolar device were modeled as a flat surface. 

For all vessels, a 0.25 mm artery wall was modeled, with blood in between the artery 

walls.  If blood was not considered, the space within the vessel wall was left empty.  The 

automatic meshing generator within COMSOL was used to generate the finite element 

mesh.  The mesh shown in Figs. 4.2(a) to (c), corresponds to three FEM models shown in 

Figs. 4.1(a) to (c) and consisted of 3,654, 7,770 and 12,335 elements, respectively.  The 

2D model uses a triangular shape with six nodes, while the 3D model uses a tetrahedral 

shape with ten nodes.  Each node has three degrees of freedom: temperature, voltage and 

the PDE value for the damage function. 
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 (a) 

 
 (b) 

 
(c) 

 

Figure 4.1 Vessel and electrode geometry used to represent the vessel sealing process 

in the model, showing the length of the vessel, height of the tissue and location of the 

temperature measurement points (a) 2D with compressed vessel, (b) 2D with 

gradually expanded vessel and (c) 3D with gradually expanded vessel. 
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 (a) 

 
 (b) 

 
 (c) 

 

Figure 4.2. The finite element meshes used for (a) 2D with compressed vessel, (b) 2D 

with gradually expanded vessel and (c) 3D with gradually expanded vessel. 

 

To simulate the physical conditions of the experiment porcine artery sealing, the end 

of the blood vessel away from the electrodes was constrained to the measured initial 

vessel temperature of 29°C, throughout the simulation.  The end of the vessel near the 

sealing location was constrained by symmetry, modeled as a zero heat flux condition, 

since the vessel model is symmetric about this plane.  Convective heat transfer was 

assumed for all of external surfaces, except for the two ends of the vessel.  A convective 
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heat transfer coefficient of 25 W/m
2
·K was used for all surfaces and the effect of water 

turning into vapor was not considered.  The effect of desiccation, shrinkage, ablation and 

coagulation on the tissue was also not considered since the magnitude of their effects on 

the tissue has not been reported within the literature.  It was also assumed that there was 

no blood perfusion within the vessel tissue. 

Thermal and electrical continuity was applied to all of the internal surfaces between 

the tissue, the blood, and the electrodes.  For the electrical boundary conditions, an 

electrical insulating boundary condition was applied to all outer surfaces of the model.  

For the surfaces of the active electrode that touch the tissue, the AC voltage of the 

experiment was converted to a DC source voltage, V0 (= 70 V) by calculating its root-

mean-square value [Berjano, 2006].  Figure 4.3 shows a comparison between the 

experimentally measured voltage data and the simplified voltage input for the active 

electrode.  For the model it was assumed that the source voltage oscillated between 0 and 

70 V DC.  For the passive electrode, a ground condition Vg (= 0 V), was applied to all 

surfaces touching the tissue. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3 Comparison between the measured voltage (converted to DC) from the 

experiment and the voltage input used in the model. 
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4.3 Modeling Results and Comparison with Experimental Measurements 

Figure 4.4 shows a comparison between the experimentally measured temperature 

[Chastagner, 2010a] and the predicted results of the 2D model with vessel compression 

(Figs. 4.1(a) and 4.2(a)).  The location of the temperature measurement is at the surface 

of the tissue and at the specified distances (1, 2, and 3 mm) from the edge of the electrode.  

In the experiment, the temperature at the 1 mm location increases very rapidly during the 

initial six pulses, and then reaches a maximum temperature of 83°C before falling 

slightly.  This is in contrast to the modeling results, where there is smaller temperature 

increase during the first six pulses.  In the model, after the first two pulses, the 

temperature increase per pulse is gradually reduced.  This reduction in the model occurs 

because the thermal damage function begins to reduce the electrical conductivity of the 

tissue near the electrodes after the second pulse.  This reduces the amount of resistive 

heating and thus the temperature increase per pulse.  If the damage function is not 

included in the electrical conductivity calculation, the tissue temperature near the 

electrodes will reach temperatures in excess of 500°C. 
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of the tissue temperature at thermistors 1, 2 and 3 mm away 

from electrode for experimental and modeling results. 

 

The discrepancy between the model and the experiment is likely caused by two 

factors.  First, the model is unable to account for mass transfer in the tissue due to the 

movement of the water as it is vaporized.  This water vaporization will move the water 

from the high temperature regions in the tissue to the low temperature regions, increasing 

the effective heat transfer rate.  Second, the model is under predicting the electric field in 

the tissue during the sealing process.  At the 1 mm location in the experiment, there is a 

large increase in the tissue temperature due to the resistive heating.  This effect is not 

seen in the modeling results, where only a slight amount of resistive heating is seen at the 

1 mm location. 

Figure 4.5 shows the electric field in the model at selected times during the sealing 

process.  At the beginning of the first pulse (0 s), Fig. 4.5(a), the electric field only 

reaches about 0.9 mm away from the electrodes.  Since the first temperature 

measurement point is at 1 mm, little resistive heating is occurring near this measurement 

point, thus causing the temperature results of the model to be lower than the experiment.  
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The majority of the electrical field is concentrated in the tissue between the electrodes.  

By the end of the second pulse (1 s), Fig. 4.5(b), the electric field only reaches 0.3 mm 

away from the electrodes and the overall magnitude has dropped.  This corresponds to the 

reduction in the temperature increase per pulse that was observed in Fig. 4.3.  Between 

the end of the second pulse and the end the fourth pulse (2.5 s), Fig. 4.5(c), the electric 

field remains relatively constant, but the magnitude falls, causing even less resistive 

heating in the tissue.  

In the experiment, the temperature at the 2 mm location also increases quickly and 

reached a maximum temperature of 63°C by the end of the seventh pulse.  This rapid 

increase was caused by the resistive heating of the tissue near the 2 mm location.  

However in the model, this increase is not seen.  Instead, the model has a gradual 

increase through the entire experiment, and reaches a maximum temperature of 50°C at 

20 s.  This gradual temperature increase in the model indicates that almost no resistive 

heating is occurring in the tissue near the 2 mm location. 

At the 3 mm location, the temperature difference between the experimental and 

modeling results was 20% at 20 s.  At the 3 mm location, the temperature increase is 

dominated by the conduction of thermal energy away from the sealing site rather than 

resistive heating.  The model predicts this conductive increase, but is unable to account 

for the rapid temperature increase at the 3 mm location during the first 6 s, causing the 

temperature results to be different. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.5 Electric field in the 2D compressed vessel model at the: (a) start of the 

first pulse (0 s), (b) end of the second pulse (1 s) and (c) end of the fourth pulse (2.5 

s).  The three temperature measurement locations (1, 2 and 3 mm) are also 

identified. 
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4.3.1 Comparison of 3D and 2D models 

Figure 4.6 shows the tissue temperature modeling results from the 2D (Figs. 4.1(b) 

and 4.2(b)) and 3D (Figs. 4.1(c) and 4.2(c)) models with the gradually expanded vessel.  

Since this was a baseline comparison, the thermal conductivity was not varied in either 

model as a function of temperature or compression level.  In order to increase the 

computational efficiency, no blood was modeled within the vessel either. 

By comparing these two geometries, the two closely matched temperature profiles 

demonstrate the feasibility of using a 2D model to approximate the 3D model, which is 

time-consuming and prone to stability problems.  For the two models, the temperature at 

three thermistor locations agreed very well during the first 10 s.  After 10 s, the 

temperatures at the 1 mm location started to deviate depending on the model.   For the 3D 

model, the temperature started to decrease, while in the 2D model the temperature 

continued to increase.  This difference occurs because, in the 3D model, the electrodes 

are much larger than the actual vessel (see Fig. 4.1(c)) and conduct heat away from the 

sealing site, causing the tissue temperature at the 1 mm location to be reduced.  The 

temperatures at the 2 and 3 mm locations were less affected by this electrode conduction 

effect and the temperature difference between the two models was less than 5% for most 

of results. 
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Figure 4.6 Comparison between the 2D and 3D (both without vessel compression) 

femoral artery sealing model tissue temperatures at the three thermistor locations. 

 

4.3.2 Effect of Blood in the Vessel 

Figure 4.7 compares the temperature results with and without blood in the 2D model 

with compressed vessel thickness (Figs. 4.1(a) and 4.2(a)).  With blood in the vessel, the 

maximum tissue temperature falls by 8°C at the 1 mm location.  The additional volume 

of blood causes the temperature to fall since the thermal energy near the electrodes heats 

both the tissue as well as blood.  The effect of blood is less pronounced at the locations 

further from the electrodes, since the temperature rise is less dependent on resistive 

heating and more on thermal conduction.  For the 2 mm location, the temperature 

difference was less than 5%, and the maximum temperature of the two models was nearly 

identical. 
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Figure 4.7 Temperature comparison between the 2D model, with and without blood, 

at the three thermistor locations. 

 

 

4.4 Conclusions 

The differences between the experimental and modeling results show that the thermal 

energy was being created and transferred to the temperature measurement locations faster 

than the model predicted.  At both the 1 and 2 mm locations, the temperature difference 

between the model and experiment occurred because the model did not predict the 

resistive heating in the tissue very well near either location.  This effect was less 

pronounced at the 3 mm location, since the temperature is dominated by conduction 

within the vessel.  When the 2D model was compared to the 3D model, the temperature 

differences were slight.  The effect of blood in the model was found to cause a slight 

temperature reduction. 

To account for physiological changes in the tissue during electrosurgery, the current 

model used a damage function to vary the electrical conductivity of the tissue.  Future 

work will need to be undertaken to improve the model to account for the changes in the 

tissue water content and the diffusion of water from the high temperature to the low 

temperature regions during the sealing process.  Incorporation of these effects into the 
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model is important since they both affect the electrical and thermal properties of the 

tissue.  This should lead to an improved model for predicting the temperature profile of 

the vessel during sealing. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

BIPOLAR ELECTROSURGICAL VESSEL SEALING WITH COMPRESSIVE 

FORCE MONITORING 

 

 

Abstract 

Bipolar electrosurgical vessel sealing is commonly used in surgery to perform 

hemostasis.  The electrode compressive force has been demonstrated to be an important 

factor affecting the vessel seal burst pressure, which is an index of the seal quality.  This 

study utilizes a piezoresistive force sensor at the handle of a laparoscopic surgical device 

to measure the applied handle force and to estimate the vessel compressive force at the 

electrode based on the measured handle force.  This approach enables the monitoring of 

vessel compressive force during surgery.  The compressive forces during sealing are 

investigated at four different levels with three different types of porcine vessels: carotid 

arteries, femoral arteries and jugular veins.  The burst pressures of vessel seals done at 

the lower compressive force are significantly lower than those done at the higher two 

levels of force.  A threshold compressive force value is required to form a quality seal.  

The need to develop a surgical device with the capability to monitor the clamping force 

during bipolar vessel sealing is also identified. 
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5.1 Introduction 

Bipolar electrosurgical vessel sealing is widely used in open and laparoscopic 

surgery for hemostasis.  Different approaches have been developed to perform surgical 

hemostasis, such as ultrasonic energy, bipolar electrosurgical energy, robotic suturing, 

stapling and vascular clips [Harold et al., 2003].  Bipolar electrosurgical vessel sealing 

techniques have gained popularity among surgeons as they are considered to be a safe, 

simple and an inexpensive way to control bleeding [Campagnacci et al, 2007; Ponsky et 

al., 2008].  Research has been conducted in the past few years on the use of bipolar vessel 

sealing device in gastrointestinal [Landman et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2003; Matthews et al., 

2001], gynecologic [Dubuc-Lissoir, 2003], urological [Franklin et al, 2003; Jayne et al., 

2002; Muzi et al., 2002] and thyroidectomical [Shen et al., 2005] operations.  In 

comparison with conventional ligation, bipolar electrosurgical vessel sealing devices can 

reduce the operating time without increasing the complication rate [Shen et al., 2005; 

Heniford, 2001]. 

Electrosurgical vessel sealing applies high-frequency, high-current, and low-voltage 

electrical energy to generate resistive heating.  This heating denatures the collagen of the 

tissue.  However, once the electrical energy is stopped and the vessel tissue begins to cool, 

the collagen realigns and forms a fused seal [Massarweh et al., 2006].  The vessel seal 

quality is commonly evaluated using the burst pressure (BP) testing method 

[Campagnacci et al., 2007; Carbonell et al., 2003; Harold et al, 2003;  Shen et al., 2005;].  

After electrosurgical vessel sealing, the seal is subjected to a gradual intraluminal 

pressure increase until the seal fails by bursting.  The maximum pressure is recorded as 

the BP of the vessel seal. 

Past research of BP in electrosurgical vessel sealing focuses on three aspects: 

compressive force effect, performance comparison of commercial electrosurgical devices 

and vessel size effect.  For the compressive force effect, Dilley et al. [1995] suggested 

that adequate sealing time and compressive forces are necessary to generate a quality seal.  

Wallwiener et al. [2008] evaluated the effect of compressive pressure, which is the 

compressive force divided by the electrode-tissue contact area, on vessel sealing and 

confirmed that adequate compressive pressure is necessary for a good seal to be formed.  
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They also found that a very high compressive pressure does not always result in a seal 

with higher BP.  In summary, previous studies [Dilley et al., 1995; Wallwiener et al., 

2008] concluded that the compressive force during electrosurgical vessel sealing is an 

important factor for determining BP.  Also, for each specific vessel size and type, there 

likely exists an upper and a lower bound of vessel compressive force for achieving a 

quality seal. 

Two studies [Carbonell et al., 2003; Newcomb et al., 2009] have compared five 

bipolar laparoscopic electrosurgical devices for vessel sealing: 

 

1. LigaSure
TM

 V with LigaSure
TM

 generator, denoted as LS [Valleylab (Boulder, CO)],  

2. PKS
TM

 Cutting Forceps, denoted by PK [Gyrus ACMI (Maple Grove, MN)],  

3. EnSeal
TM

 Tissue Sealing System, denoted as RX, [SurgRX (Redwood City, CA)], 

4. Plasma Trissector
TM

, denoted as PT, [Gyrus ACMI (Maple Grove, MN)], and 

5. LigaSure
TM

 V with Force Triad
TM 

generator, denoted as FT [Valleylab (Boulder, CO)]. 

 

Figure 5.1 summarizes the BP results from these five devices (LS, PK, RX, PT, FT) 

for three vessel size groups [Carbonell et al., 2003; Newcomb et al., 2009].  For the large 

vessel sizes (6-8 mm), the RX, LS and FT, which utilize a linkage mechanism for the 

electrodes, have a higher BP and lower failure rate than the PK device, which has a 

compliant mechanism for the electrode.  Fig. 5.2(a) shows the overview of the PK 

electrosurgical device with its tip shown in Fig. 5.2(b).  Components of the compliant 

mechanism are shown in Fig. 5.2(c).  As will be further discussed in the following section, 

the PK device’s compliant mechanism has limited capability to create sufficiently high 

vessel compressive force for larger vessels.  On the contrary, the linkage mechanism used 

provides a greater compressive force and thus is able to seal larger vessels with higher BP 

and lower failure rates. 
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 (a) 

  
 (b) 

  
 (c) 

 

Figure 5.1 Summary of BP sealing results for five different commercial devices (a) 

arteries ranging from 2-4 mm, (b) arteries ranging from 4-6 mm and (c) arteries 

ranging from 6-8 mm. (Numbers in brackets indicate reference: (1) Carbonell et al. 

[2003] and (2) Newcomb et al., [2009]) 
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 (a) (b) 

 
 (c) (d) (e) 

 

Figure 5.2 Gyrus PKS
TM

 cutting forceps (a) overview of device, (b) bipolar 

electrodes, (c) compliant mechanism, (d) handle with force sensor attached and (e) 

electrodes with force sensor clamped between electrodes. 

 

The vessel size effect is also illustrated in Fig. 5.1.  In general, larger vessel sizes 

require a higher compressive force to generate adequate compressive pressure for 

effective sealing.  Without providing sufficient compressive pressure, the seals tend to 

have a lower BP [Landman et al., 2003; Dilley et al., 1995; Newcomb et al., 2009, 

Kennedy et al., 1998].  The effect of vessel size is most apparent for the PK device.  

There are reports showing that the smallest vessel has the lowest BP when using the LS 

device [Harold et al, 2003; Carbonell et al., 2003; Newcomb et al., 2009].  This is likely 

due to the linkage-based electrode of the device generating too large of a compressive 

force on the vessel, thus causing the seal to fail at a lower pressure. 

An adequate level of compressive force is important to form a quality seal in 

electrosurgical vessel sealing.  Current electrosurgical vessel sealing devices do not 

measure and display the compressive force.  The goal of this study is to investigate a new 

electrosurgical device design with a force sensor on the handle for real-time monitoring 

of the compressive force for clamping the vessel.  Surgeons can only estimate the applied 

force based on experience and visual observation of the sealing process.  If a surgeon 

applies either too high or too low of a compressive force, a low BP seal is expected.  A 
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low BP seal is likely to have leakage, which can result in bleeding complications 

[Wallwiener et al., 2008].  Both intraoperative prevention and postoperative monitoring 

were suggested for use in surgery to minimize complications [Wu et al., 2000].  To 

develop an intraoperative prevention system for vessel sealing, a safe zone of 

compressive force needs to be defined and a device that can display the compressive 

force needs to be developed. 

In this study, an electrosurgical device with force monitoring capability is 

introduced.  The force applied by a surgeon on the handle of an electrosurgical device for 

vessel sealing was measured and converted to vessel compressive force.  Different levels 

of vessel compressive force were used to seal a variety of vessels and the BP of the seals 

was examined.  Finally, ANOVA was performed to analyze the significance of the 

compressive force on the BP. 

 

 

5.2 Materials and Methods 

5.2.1 Electrosurgical Device with Force Monitoring 

The Gyrus ACMI 5 mm laparoscopic instrument (PK) was used to seal vessels in this 

study.  Two flexible piezoresistive force sensors, FlexiForce Model A201-100 by 

Tekscan (South Boston, MA), as shown in Figs. 5.2(d) and 5.2(e), were used.  These 

force sensors are 0.2 mm thick and can measure forces up to 440 N.  One of the sensors 

was attached to the handle, as shown in Fig. 5.2(d), to measure the force applied by the 

surgeon. 

 

5.2.2 Vessel Compressive Force 

The vessel compressive force was measured by clamping the other sensor between 

the two electrodes, as shown in Fig. 5.2(e).  This compressive force for the PK device is 

generated by the compliant mechanism (Fig. 5.2(c)) and is representative of the force 

experienced by the vessel during sealing.  Six different handle forces were applied to the 

handle, and the corresponding compressive force was measured.  The results are shown 
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in Fig. 5.3.  The compressive force increases linearly with the applied force up until about 

30 N.  However, the compressive force then plateaus around 16.5 N, as the applied 

handle force is increased further.  This is a limitation of the PK device due to the 

flexibility of the compliant electrodes.  This limited clamping force can explain the low 

BP results from the large vessels sealed with the PK device (Fig. 5.1(c)) since these 

vessels require larger compressive forces for sealing. 

 

  
 

Figure 5.3 Conversion chart for applied handle force to electrode compressive force. 

 

The handle force applied by an experienced surgeon was measured to be from 19 to 

22 N when sealing vessels with sizes ranging from 3 to 6 mm.  In this study, four levels 

of applied handle force, 12.0, 15.9, 21.0, and 29.3 N, were applied to the vessels, with 

corresponding compressive force being estimated to be 5.6, 8.0, 10.1, and 13.9 N.  These 

four force levels include the surgeon’s applied force (21 N), and two decremental levels 

(12.0 and 15.9 N) and one incremental level (29.3 N).  All of the forces were within the 

linear range of Fig. 5.3.  Three different vessel types were used including: carotid arteries 

(4 to 6 mm), femoral arteries (4 to 6 mm), and jugular veins (2 to 4 mm). 
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5.2.3 Materials 

An ex vivo porcine vessel sealing experiment was done using four compressive force 

levels.  The vessels were harvested from porcine models with weights ranging from 50 to 

55 kg.  Table 5.1 summarizes the vessel sizes and number of samples.  A total of 82 

porcine vessels were used in this study.  The adipose tissue was removed from the 

adventitia before the vessel sealing operation.  All of the sealing experiments and BP 

testing were conducted within 12 hours of the vessels being harvested.  The vessels were 

kept in saline solution before testing. 

 

Table 5.1 Summary of vessels used for electrosurgical vessel sealing using the PK 

device under controlled compressive force. (Failure is defined as a BP less than 100 

mm Hg.)  

 

Compressive 

force (N) 
Parameter 

Jugular 

veins 

Carotid 

arteries 

Femoral 

arteries 
Overall 

5.6 

No. of samples 8 9 8 25 

Avg. size (mm) 3.0 4.6 4.8 4.1 

Failure rate 12.5% 22.2% 62.5% 32% 

8.0 

No. of samples 6 7 4 17 

Avg. size (mm) 2.8 5.1 4.5 4.1 

Failure rate 0% 14.3% 50% 17.6% 

10.1 

No. of samples 7 6 6 19 

Avg. size (mm) 3.3 4.7 4.1 4.0 

Failure rate 0% 0% 0% 0% 

13.9 

No. of samples 8 6 7 21 

Avg. size (mm) 2.4 4.4 4.0 3.5 

Failure rate 0% 0% 0% 0% 

 

5.2.4 Experimental Procedure 

The vessel sealing experiment was conducted with the PK device attached to a 

Gyrus ACMI generator (Model G400).  The generator was set to the coagulation mode 

setting of VP2 35W for all of the vessels in this experiment.  The four compressive force 

levels were randomly applied to the vessels. 

The sealing times used in this study were obtained from an experienced surgeon.  

For each vessel type, the surgeon sealed three vessels and the average sealing time was 

calculated.  This sealing time was then used for the rest of the vessel seals.  The average 
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vessel sealing time for the jugular veins femoral arteries and carotid arteries were 15, 17 

and 25 seconds, respectively. 

To test the BP, the open lumen of the vessel was connected to a catheter attached to 

a Transpac IV pressure transducer by Hospira (Lake Forest, IL) and a pump.  Saline 

solution was then gradually pumped into the vessel, and the intraluminal pressure was 

monitored continuously by the pressure transducer.  The seal failed when the pressure 

exceeded its sealing strength.  The intraluminal pressure released right after the seal 

failed, indicting the BP of the seal.  A data acquisition system, PXI 6221 by National 

Instruments (Austin, TX), was used to record the values of pressure and the maximum 

recorded pressure was defined as the BP of the seal. 

 

5.2.5 Statistical Analysis 

Due to the non-normal distribution of the BPs, a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis 

one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed using statistical analysis software 

SPSS 17.0 (Chicago, IL) to determine the significance of the differences of BP among the 

force levels for each type of vessel types.  Statistical significance was defined as p < 0.05. 

 

 

5.3 Results 

No statistically significant differences existed in vessel size between each force 

group.  The BP results for the jugular veins, femoral arteries, and carotid arteries are 

shown in Figs. 5.4(a), 5.4(b), and 5.4(c), respectively.  The bottom and the top of the box 

are the first and the third quartile, and the band is the median.  The ends of the whiskers 

mark the minimum and maximum of the data. 

For the jugular veins (Fig. 5.4(a)), the lowest mean BP, 251 mm Hg, occurred at the 

8.0 N compressive force.  The mean BP of the lowest compressive force level was 329 

mm Hg.  As the compressive force increased to 10.1 and 13.9 N, the mean BPs were 510 

and 660 mm Hg, which were more than two times the lowest BP.  The differences among 

the four force groups were statistically significant (p=0.022). 
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Fig. 5.4(b) shows the results for the femoral arteries.  The mean BP for the lower two 

compressive force groups, 5.6 and 8.0 N, was 142 and 120 mm Hg, respectively.  When 

the compressive force was further increased, the mean BP increased to 198 (10.1 N) and 

289 mm Hg (13.9 N).  For the femoral arteries, the differences in BP between the four 

compressive force levels were statistically significant (p=0.047). 

For the carotid arteries, results shown in Fig. 5.4(c), the mean BP for the lower two 

compressive force levels, 5.6 and 8.0 N, was 274 and 302 mm Hg, respectively.  As the 

compressive force increased to 10.1 N, the mean BP increased to 541 mm Hg.  When the 

compressive force was further increased to 13.9 N, the mean BP decreased back to 380 

mm Hg.  However, these differences were not statistically different (p=0.066) likely due 

to the limited number of vessel samples. 

 

  
 (a) (b) (c) 

 

Figure 5.4 BP results of at four compressive force levels (a) jugular veins, (b) 

femoral arteries and (c) carotid arteries. 

 

 

5.4 Discussion 

In general, within the applied compressive force range studied, as the BP increases 

the compressive force also increases.  There are some exceptions to this relationship.  

First, when the compressive force increases from 10.1 N to 13.9 N in carotid arteries, the 

mean BP decreased by 160 mm Hg, approximately 50%.  This result implies that a higher 
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compressive force does not always lead to a better seal.  Wallweiner et al. has reported 

the same phenomenon before [2008].  An optimum compressive force which varies by 

vessel type and size could exist for achieving the best quality seal.  With the force 

monitoring capability presented in Fig. 5.2, it is possible to create a guideline for 

surgeons on the required handle force and sealing time based on the type of vessel being 

sealed.  Second, the BP decreases as the force increased from 5.6 to 8.0 N in all three 

vessel types.  However, the differences are only 27, 22 and 77 mmHg, which are 

relatively small and may be attributed to slight variations within the experiments. 

The non-parametric ANOVA analysis of the BP results shows that the compressive 

force is a significant factor.  Statistically significant differences among the four force 

levels for jugular veins and femoral arteries (p=0.022 and 0.047, respectively) were 

observed.  Although the p-value of the carotid arteries (p=0.066) is not statistically 

significant, the result is very close to the significance level. 

The seal failure rate is summarized in Table 5.1.  BPs below 100 mm Hg are 

considered as a seal failure [Wallwiener et al., 2008].  The failure rate for the lower two 

force levels is 18.8% (3 out of 16) for carotid arteries and 75% (8 out of 12) for femoral 

arteries, while the failure rates for the higher two force levels are zero for all the three 

vessel types.  It is clear that if there is insufficient compressive force during sealing, the 

seal quality will be low and failure may be a problem.  A device with the capacity to 

warn surgeons if they fail to apply sufficient compressive force will be helpful to ensure a 

high quality vessel seal. 

An accurate correlation between handle force and vessel compressive force depends 

on the size of the opening between the electrodes, which is positively related to the 

thickness of a vessel.  For a given handle force, the thicker the vessel being clamped, the 

larger the induced compressive force.  When compressing the Flexiforce sensor, the 

electrode opening was 0.2 mm (as shown in Fig. 5.2(e)).  This 0.2 mm value is close to 

the size of the opening when compressing a 5 mm artery, indicating that similar 

compressive forces should be present on the vessel.  In general, arteries have a thicker 

vessel wall than veins, which will change the compressive force level.  This effect can be 

considered in future studies by adding a tip position sensor to allow for the detection of 
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the electrode position for more accurate prediction of vessel clamping force [Odom, 

2006].  

 

 

5.5 Conclusions 

This study demonstrates the need to accurately measure the electrode clamping force 

during bipolar electrosurgery.  The clamping force plays a vital role in the development 

of a high quality seal.  The capability of a surgical device that is able to measure the 

handle force, while maintaining an adequate electrode clamping force will improve the 

vessel seal quality and reduce the seal failure rate.  This force monitoring concept can be 

used as the foundation for an intelligent surgical device that can provide feedback to the 

surgeon during vessel sealing operations.  A device with an electrode position sensor can 

also be developed to further improve the accuracy of the vessel clamping force prediction. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

 

6.1 Conclusions 

The need to minimize thermal spread during bipolar vessel sealing has been identified 

as one of the major problems with using bipolar devices during surgery.  To date, most 

bipolar devices attempt to mitigate this thermal spread by altering the electrical energy 

being delivered to the tissue.  However, in order to actually minimize the thermal spread 

from these devices, an improved understanding of how the key physiological tissue 

parameters factor into the vessel sealing process is needed.   It is important since these 

parameters directly affect both the temperature profile of the tissue during sealing and the 

quality of the vessel seal.  This thesis aims to fulfill a portion of this gap by addressing 

how the tissue water content level, thermal conductivity, resistive heating and applied 

compressive force affect the sealing process.  The results from this thesis enhance the 

understanding of these parameters and their effect on both the thermal profile developed 

during the sealing process and the quality of the seal.  The results from this thesis can be 

used to develop bipolar devices that are capable of minimizing the thermal spread in the 

tissue during sealing. 

The major achievements of this dissertation are: 

 Effect of water content and compression on the thermal conductivity of tissue:  

During electrosurgery, the tissue is subjected to both compression and water loss due 
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to the surgical process.  Using a thermistor-based measurement technique, 

experimental results show that the tissue thermal conductivity is directly tied to the 

water content of the tissue.  Reducing the tissue water content, compressing the tissue 

and the combination of the two were all found to reduce the tissue thermal 

conductivity.  The results show that thermal conductivity of the tissue decreases 

during the electrosurgical process.  A three-phase Maxwell-Eucken model was 

applied to each set of experimental data to predict the thermal conductivity of the 

tissue with reasonably good agreement.  These results can help the development of 

improved finite element models for predicting temperatures in energy-based surgery. 

 Tissue temperature profile during bipolar vessel sealing:  Experimentally measured 

temperature profile analysis of bipolar electrosurgical sealing of in vivo femoral 

artery and mesenteric artery vasculature was conducted.  The temperature profile, 

electrical voltage and current delivered during the electrical pulses were analyzed to 

predict changes in tissue impedance and water content during vessel sealing.  Initially, 

the temperature increase per pulse was substantial.  However, as water was lost from 

the tissue, the tissue impedance increased and the change in tissue temperature per 

pulse was reduced.  This shows that there is a relationship between these three 

parameters.  A finite element model was developed to predict the thermal profile in 

the vessel during sealing.  The discrepancies between experimental and modeling 

results are discussed and the need to include mass transfer in the model is identified. 

 Effect of compressive load on the vessel seal quality:  The compressive force acting 

on the vessel during sealing was measured and related to the applied handle force.  

Experimental tests were conducted to examine the effect of the compressive force on 
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the burst pressure, a measure of the vessel seal quality, at four different force levels.  

The results showed that there is likely an optimal compressive force range for each 

vessel type and size.  In general, the two higher compressive forces significantly 

increased the burst pressure. 

The original contributions of this research are as follows: 

(1) A process to determine the thermal conductivity of tissue subjected to 

varying water content and compression levels.   Both compression and a 

reduction in the tissue water content were found to reduce the thermal 

conductivity of tissue. 

(2) A three-phase Maxwell-Eucken model was used to predict the thermal 

conductivity of the tissue subjected to both compression and varying water 

content. 

(3) An experimental method to determine the thermal profile in the vessel 

during electrosurgery. 

(4) Relationships between the increasing tissue temperature and impedance, and 

the reduction in the resistive heating of the tissue were identified.  The 

changing tissue water content during the electrosurgical process was 

identified as the affecting all of these parameters. 

(5) A finite element model incorporating a damage function for the electrical 

conductivity was developed to predict the tissue temperature profile during 

vessel sealing.  The discrepancies between the modeling and experimental 

results indentified the need to account for mass transfer within the tissue 

during modeling of the process. 
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(6) A process to estimate the applied compressive force acting on the vessel 

tissue during electrosurgical sealing.  

(7) A relationship between the vessel compressive force and the burst pressure 

was identified. 

(8) Identification of the need for real-time display of the compressive force 

being applied to the vessel during electrosurgical sealing. 

 

6.2 Future work 

Both the experimental and modeling results presented in this dissertation can be 

improved and expanded through the following research: 

 

(1) Development of a method that allows for the direct measurement of the 

amount of water lost during the tissue compression process.  Combining 

such a method with the thermal conductivity measurements will eliminate 

the need to assume the amount of water lost and will improve the accuracy 

of the thermal conductivity results.  

(2) Investigation into how the fluids within the tissue are transported during 

electrosurgery is needed to improve the understanding the diffusion of water 

from the high temperature to the low temperature regions during the vessel 

sealing process. 
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(3) Expansion of the finite element model to account for changes in the tissue 

water content, mass transfer within the tissue and the effect of tissue damage 

during vessel sealing. 

(4) Improvement of the connection between the tissue temperature profile and 

the quality of the bipolar vessel seal. 

(5) Development of an electrosurgical device that allows for the direct 

measurement and display of the compressive force being applied to the 

vessel tissue during vessel sealing.  
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APPENDIX A 

 

THERMISTOR AND THERMAL DIFFUSION PROBE CALIBRATION  

 

The process to calibrate the thermistors and thermal diffusion probes used in the 

thermal conductivity study are presented in this Appendix. 

 

 

A.1. Background 

Calibration of the thermal diffusion probe is a two-step process.  First, the thermistor 

used in the thermal diffusion probe must be calibrated to determine its temperature-

resistance relationship.  Secondly, the thermal diffusion probe needs to be calibrated to 

allow for the determination of the thermal conductivity. 

 

A.1.1 Thermistor 

In order to obtain accurate thermal conductivity measurements with the thermal 

diffusion probe, calibration of the specific thermistor that is used to build the probe is 

needed.  Thermistors are temperature dependent resistors, which, depending on the 

materials of construction, are either positive temperature coefficient (PTC) or negative 

temperature coefficient (NTC).  For the PTC thermistors, the resistance rises as the 

temperature rises.  However, for NTC thermistors, the resistance falls as the temperature 

increases [Sachse, 1974].  For measuring the thermal conductivity, NTC thermistors are 

employed due to their better stability [Valvano, 1992].  The non-linear relationship 
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between the temperature and the resistance is defined by the Steinhart-Hart equation 

[Steinhart and Hart, 1968]: 

 

 
15.273)][ln()ln(

1 3

210  RcRcc
T

 (A.1) 

where T is the temperature (°C), R is the resistance (Ω), and c0, c1, and c2 are curve fitting 

constants. 

 

 

A.1.2. Thermal Diffusion Probe 

The thermal diffusion probe delivers an excess amount of power to the thermistor, 

causing it to self-heat.  This self-heating effect causes the nearby tissue temperature to 

rise.  By measuring this temperature rise with the thermistor, the thermal conductivity of 

the tissue can be determined.  The use of self-heated thermistors to measure thermal 

conductivity has been demonstrated by Chato [1968], Jain [1979], Valvano et al. [1984] 

and Patel et al. [1987]. 

The thermal diffusion probe method uses the following equations to determine the 

thermal conductivity.  The power (P) applied to the thermistor during the heating process 

is: 
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where Vi is the voltage at the i location and Rset is the resistance of the resistor. 

The instantaneous resistance (Rh) of the thermistor can be determined from the 

voltage passing through the resistor and the resistance calculated in Eq. (A.2): 
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Since excess power is being applied to the thermistor, the thermistor will self-heat.  

This self-heating effect causes the temperature of the thermistor to increase.  This 

temperature change (ΔT) is defined as: 

 

 initialcurrent TTT   (A.4) 

where Tcurrent is the current and Tinitial is the initial temperature. 

A linear regression relating the applied power to the change in temperature is then 

used to separate the steady-state and transient terms [Valvano et al., 1984]: 
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where A is the steady-state coefficient and B is the transient coefficient.  The thermal 

conductivity of the tissue, kt, is then determined from the steady-state coefficient 

[Valvano et al., 1984]: 
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where a1 and a2 are unknown calibration coefficients, which are determined by placing 

the thermistor in two substances with known thermal conductivity values at the same 

temperature as the experiment. 

 

 

A.2 Thermistor Calibration 

Two glass encapsulated bead thermistors were used for measuring the thermal 

conductivity.  The thermistors were both model #P60DA102M (Fig. A.1) manufactured 

by GE Sensing (Billerica, MA) and had a bead diameter of 1.524 mm.  This size of 

thermistor is recommended by Yuan et al. [1993] and has been previously been used by 

Patel et al. [1987]. 
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Figure A.1 Specifications of the P60DA102M thermistor used for the thermal 

diffusion probe (GE Sensing). 

 

Each thermistor was calibrated by placing it inside of a Thermoworks 3001 Dry-Well 

calibrator (Thermoworks, Orem, UT), shown in Fig. A.2(a).  In order to hold the 

thermistor, a custom machined sleeve was built, allowing the thermistor to have 

conductive contact with the heating element in the end of the calibrator.  The sleeve, 

shown in Fig. A.2(b), was comprised of a milled brass end for the thermistor to sit in and 

a fiberglass shaft allowing the wires to travel out of the calibrator.  The thermistor was 

then mounted into the sleeve and placed inside of the calibrator.  The leads of the 

thermistor were attached to a 7.5 digit digital multimeter (DMM) (National Instruments 

[NI] PXI-4071).  A custom program was developed in LabVIEW 8.5 (NI) to collect the 

resistance data at the desired times. 

 

 
 (a) (b) 

 

Figure A.2 (a) Thermoworks 3001 Dry-Well calibrator used to calibrate the 

thermistor and (b) custom sleeve for thermistor calibration. 
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In order to collect the temperature-resistance data for the thermistors, the calibrator 

was set to the desired temperature and was allowed to equilibrate.  The resistance of the 

thermistor was recorded for 30 s at 4 Hz.  The lowest temperature that the calibrator 

could reach was 30°C. 

A 0°C temperature calibration was also performed using an ice bath reference.  A 

1000 ml beaker was filled with a combination of water and crushed ice.  Then the 

thermistor placed into the beaker.  The water temperature was recorded using a calibrated 

thermometer (ERTCO #1003-3S), while the resistance of the thermistor was determined 

using the DMM. 

Figure A.3(a) shows the Steinhart-Hart resistance-temperature plot for the thermistor 

(T1) used during the tissue water content experiments, while Fig. A.5(b) shows the same 

plot for the thermistor (T2) used during the compression and the compression combined 

with the varying water content experiments from Chapter 2. 

 

 

 (a) (b) 

 

Figure A.3 Temperature-resistances plot for (a) the thermistor (T1) used for the 

varying water content experiments and (b) the thermistor (T2) used for the 

compression and the compression combined with the varying water content 

experiments. 

 

At 25°C, the resistance of the two thermistors was 1007.6 Ω for T1 and 1100.2 Ω for 

T2.  The Steinhart-Hart coefficients, Table A.1, were also determined for the two 

thermistors. 
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Table A.1 Steinhart-Hart coefficients for the two thermistors used in the Chapter 2 

experiments. 

Steinhart-Hart Coefficient T1 T2 

c0 (K
-0) 1.3636 x 10

-3
  1.3382 x 10

-3
 

c1 (K
-1) 2.7941 x 10

-4
 2.7894 x 10

-4
 

c2 (K
-2) 1.8295 x 10

-7
 1.8131 x 10

-7
 

 

 

A.3 Thermal Diffusion Probe Calibration 

The two calibrated thermistors were then used to build two thermal diffusion probes.  

In order to calibrate the thermal diffusion probes, two fluids with known thermal 

conductivities were required.  The two fluids used in this study were glycerol (McMaster 

Carr #3190K236) and agar-gelled water.  The agar-gelled water was made by mixing an 

agar gelling agent, Kelset (ISP Corporation, San Diego, CA) in 0.9% concentration (w/w) 

with de-ionized water [van Gelder, 1997].  The addition of the agar to the water limits the 

amount of thermal convection during the calibration and does not alter the overall 

thermal conductivity of the solution [Valvano et al., 1985].  Table A.2 lists the thermal 

conductivities of the two fluids as a function of temperature. 

 

Table A.2 Thermal Conductivity of Calibration Fluids [Ramires et al., 1995; 

CINDAS, 1988] 

Temperature (°C) Water (W/m-K) Glycerol (W/m-K) 

18 0.5938 0.284 

20 0.5975 0.2841 

22 0.6011 0.2844 

24 0.6046 0.2847 

26 0.6080 0.285 

 

In order to replicate the baseline tissue temperature observed during the experimental 

thermal conductivity measurements, a temperature controlled water bath, Fig. A.4(a), 

with an immersion circulator (Model #MS, LAUDA-Brinkmann, Delran, NJ) was 

constructed.  A flow through chiller (VWR #1108, West Chester, PA) was attached to the 

cooling coil of the immersion circulator to cool the bath to temperatures below the 

ambient temperature. 
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 (a) (b) 

 

Figure A.4 (a) Water bath used to calibrate the thermal diffusion probe sensor and 

(b) circuit used to self-heat the thermistor within the thermal diffusion probe. 

 

To provide the desired self-heating effect to the thermal diffusion probe, a circuit (see 

Figure A.4(b)) was constructed.  The circuit uses a relay to control the level of current 

and voltage being applied to the thermistor depending on the time.   The relay switches 

between a constant voltage source set at 5 V DC (NI PXI-4110 DC) and a constant 

current source (Texas Instruments REF200) set at 0.1 mA.  The voltage drop across both 

the resistor and the thermistor was measured using a 16-bit data acquisition board (NI 

PXI-6221).  The circuit was attached to the PXI-6221 through a feedthrough module (NI 

SCC-FT01) contained within a signal conditioning box (NI SC-2345).  The data was 

collected at a rate of 500 Hz with a program written in LabVIEW 8.5 (NI). 

During the temperature sensing portion of the experiment (the first 5 s) the relay 

passed the electrical current to the thermistor to determine the initial temperature of the 

tissue.  During the self-heating portion (the next 30 s of the experiment), the relay was 

closed to allow for the 5 V to be applied to the thermistor circuit.  Based on the initial 

recorded temperature, the resistance of Rset, was changed to provide the desired ΔT during 

the self-heating portion of the test.  For the thermal diffusion probe technique, this ΔT 

Amplifier
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needs to be above 2.5°C [Valvano et al., 1985].  The Rset value used for the calibration 

procedure matched the same resistance used during the experimental test. 

 

 
 (a) (b) 

 

Figure A.5 (a) The thermistor contained within the thermal diffusion probe and (b) 

the thermal diffusion probe sensor during the water bath during calibration. 

 

To begin the calibration procedure, the thermal diffusion probe, shown in Fig. A.5(a), 

was placed into a container of calibration fluid.  Both the probe and fluid were then 

placed into the water bath attached to the immersion circulator, Fig. A.5(b).  The desired 

temperature was set on the water bath and the temperature of the fluid was allowed to 

equilibrate.  This process took approximately 45-80 minutes depending on the calibration 

fluid being used. 

Since the temperature of the experimental tests varied slightly, a range of 

temperatures was used for the calibration process.  Regular temperature intervals within 

this range were selected for the calibration process.  For each temperature interval and 

fluid type, the process was repeated five times.  The data obtained from each calibration 

fluid was then fit to the linear regression, Eq. (A.5), to determine A and B.    

For each experiment, the known thermal conductivity of the fluid, along with the A 

and B results were interpolated to the baseline temperature of the tissue in the experiment.  

These interpolated values were then used to solve Eq. (A.6), allowing for the two 

unknown calibration coefficients, a1 and a2 to be determined.  Then by using the P/ΔT 

Thermistor 
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results of Eq. (A.5) and Eq. (A.6) along with the two calibration coefficients a1 and a2, 

the thermal conductivity of the tissue could be determined. 
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APPENDIX B 

 

FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF COMPRESSION ON TISSUE THERMAL 

CONDUCTIVITY 

 

In order to measure the tissue thermal conductivity under compression, a thermal 

diffusion probe was constructed.  The probe contained an upper and lower plate to 

provide compression to the tissue while allowing for the thermal conductivity to be 

measured.  The fundamentals behind the thermal diffusion probe are well developed, 

however, the use of a second lower plate to provide compression to the tissue has not 

been studied.  In this Appendix, a finite element model is constructed to examine the 

effect of the lower plate on the thermal conductivity measurements. 

 

 

B.1. Introduction 

In order to better understand the fundamentals behind heat transfer in an 

electrosurgical setting, the effect of the electrosurgical process on the tissue properties 

must be explored.  During electrosurgery, the tissue is subjected to water loss, permanent 

damage and compression.  All of these effects will alter the thermal conductivity of the 

tissue.  However, measuring the effect of compression on the thermal conductivity during 

vessel sealing is a challenge due to small vessel size.  Therefore, tests were conducted to 

replicate the surgical setting by using a set of plastic plates to compress spleen tissue.  

Within one of the plates, a small thermistor was embedded.  By self heating a thermistor, 

the thermal conductivity of the tissue can be measured [Valvano et al., 1985; Valvano 

and Chitsabesan 1987; Patel et. al, 1987].  This technique uses a small thermistor bead 

with a radius, a, placed in contact with the tissue.  The governing heat conduction 
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equations for the thermistor and the tissue are [Balasubramaniam and Bowman, 1977]: 
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where 

thermQ is the heat generation in the thermistor, 

θtherm is the temperature rise of the thermistor, 

θtissue is the temperature rise of the tissue, 

ktherm is the thermal conductivity of the thermistor, 

ktissue is the tissue thermal conductivity, and  

r is the radial coordinate measured from the thermistor center. 

 

Due to the use of ex vivo tissue and the clamping effect, the blood perfusion and 

metabolic heat sources normally found in the heat conduction equation can be ignored.  

Initially, the thermal diffusion probe technique is defined by two initial conditions and 

four boundary conditions [Valvano, 1984a, 1984b; Valvano and Nho, 1991, Zhang et al., 

2002].  The two initial conditions are: 

 

0
12 

thermtherm

therm
kV

P


 
 when r ≤ a (B.2a) 

02  tissue when r > a (B.2b) 

where 

Vtherm is the volume of the thermistor, and 

P is the applied power. 

 

The four boundary conditions are defined by the following equations.  The change in 

temperature and thermal flux at the interface is continuous: 
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thermtissue   when r = a (B.3a) 
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  when r = a (B.3b) 

There is no heat loss at the center of the thermistor bead: 

 

0




r

therm
when r = 0 (B.3c) 

When the thermistor power is finite and the tissue is infinite, the temperature rise at 

infinity is zero: 

 

0tissue when r →∞ (B.3d) 

The steady state solution of these six equations can be used to determine the thermal 

conductivity.  The solution to these equations was determined by Balasubramaniam and 

Bowman [1974, 1977]: 
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However, since the temperature rise occurs over the entire thermistor bead, the 

volume average temperature increase ∆T is calculated by integrating r from 0 to a: 
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or reordered as: 
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The device used to test the thermal conductivity of the tissue in Chapter 2 

incorporates a lower and upper plastic plate to compress the tissue with the thermistor 

bead embedded within the top plate.  The thermistor is placed within the upper plastic 

plate, so half of the bead is exposed, thus allowing the same governing equations to be 

used as if the entire bead had been exposed to the tissue [Patel et al., 1987].  The effect of 

the upper plate is accounted for during the calibration process, in which the thermistor is 

calibrated in two known fluids.  However, the effect of the lower plate on the thermal 

conductivity is unknown, especially at higher compression levels.  Patel et al. [1987] has 

shown that for a partially exposed thermistor bead, the depth of measurement is 

approximately 2 thermistor radii.  However, they did not speculate as to what effect a 

second plastic plate would have on the thermal conductivity.  Therefore, a finite element 

model (FEM) is presented in order to study the effect of the lower plastic plate on the 

thermal conductivity results.  The FEM replicates the thermal diffusion probe method 

used to measure the thermal conductivity of the tissue. 

 

 

B.2. Thermal Conductivity Formulas 

The thermal diffusion probe method determines the instantaneous temperature 

increase of the thermistor bead during the self-heating process, along with the power 

being sent through the thermistor to calculate the thermal conductivity of tissue.  The 

formulas used to calculate the thermal conductivity are presented in Appendix A. 

 

 

B.3. Thermal Conductivity Modeling 

B.3.1. Model Setup 

 

A set of thermal FEM were developed in COMSOL 3.5a to test the effect of the two 

12.5 mm acrylic plates on the thermal conductivity results obtain in Chapter 2.  Figure 
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B.1 shows a representative 2D axis symmetric model of the experimental setup.  Within 

the center of the top acrylic plate, a glass encapsulated bead thermistor (GE Sensing 

P60DA102M) was modeled using the dimensions found in Kharalkar and Valvano 

[2006].  Between the two acrylic plates, a volume of medium was modeled.  Depending 

on the model use, the medium type and height varied, as shown in Table B.1.   

 
 

Figure B.1 Schematic of FEM used to simulate the calibration process and to test 

the effect of the second plate on the thermal conductivity results. 
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Table B.1 Models used in this study 

Model 

Height of 

Medium 

(mm) 

Medium Type 

Used 

Lower 

Plate 
Model Use 

#1 30
 

Water, Glycerol, 

Tissue 

No Calibration and infinite 

tissue simulation 

#2 1
 

Tissue Yes Compression simulation 

#3 1.25 Tissue Yes Compression simulation 

#4 1.5 Tissue Yes Compression simulation 

#5 2 Tissue Yes Compression simulation
 

#6 3 Tissue Yes Compression simulation 

#7 4 Tissue Yes Compression simulation 

#8 5 Tissue Yes Compression simulation 

 

For Model #1, no lower plastic plate was modeled, since it was used to represent both 

the calibration process and the situation of an infinite tissue medium.  In the other models, 

the lower plate was added and the medium properties were set to represent the 

compressed tissue.  The height of the tissue, h, in the models varied between 1 and 5 mm.  

Using the power determined from the experimental results, 5.535 mW, the volumetric 

heat generation term of the thermistor bead was calculated to be 3.819 x 10
6
 W/m

3
.  

Material properties for the materials used in the model are presented in Table B.2.  It is 

important to note that the effect of the compression on the specific heat and density of the 

tissue is unknown.  Therefore, these two properties were fixed during the entire modeling 

process. 

 

Table B.2 Constants used in tissue compression FEM. 

 Material property 
Density,  

ρ [kg/m
3
] 

 Specific heat,  

C [J/(g·K)] 

Thermal conductivity,  

k [W/(m·K)] 

 Acrylic 1190
4 

1420
4
 0.19

4
 

 Bead (Thermistor) 6300
1 

159
1
 0.10

1
 

 Glass 2203
4
 703

4
 1.38

4
 

 Glycerol 1262
2
 2354

3
 0.284

3
 

 Tissue 1050
1
 3700

1
 0.49

5 

 Water (Agar-gelled) 1000
4
 4188

4
 0.592

4
 

1
Kharalkar [2006], 

2
van Gelder [1998], 

3
CINDAS [1998],  

4
COMSOL [2008], 

5
Chastagner [2010] 

 

The edge along the axis of symmetry was constrained by thermal symmetry (r = 0).  

A continuity boundary condition was applied to all internal edges of the model.  The 

outer edges of the plastic plate were set to insulation, modeled as a zero heat flux 
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condition.  The outer tissue edges were constrained to the average temperature of the 

spleen tissue from the tissue compression experiments, 18.4°C.  The initial temperature 

of all the model components was also set to this value.  Depending on the tissue thickness, 

the number of triangular elements used to mesh the model varied from 4,961 to 7,615. 

 

B.3.2. Modeling Procedure 

In order to determine the thermal conductivity of the tissue, the calibration procedure 

was simulated by running Model #1 twice.  First, the model was run with glycerol as the 

medium and the second time with water as the medium.  For each model, the change in 

the averaged volumetric thermistor temperature was calculated as a function of time.  

Then by using change in ∆T, along with the known power from the experiment, the 

process outlined in Appendix A could be used to determine the two unknown calibration 

coefficients, a1 and a2, for the model geometry. 

Once the calibration coefficients were known, Models #2-8 were run. The averaged 

volumetric thermistor temperature as a function of time for each model was determined.  

Then, by using the calculated a1 and a2 values for the probe, the predicted thermal 

conductivity of the tissue for each model was calculated. 

 

 

B.4. Results 

The FEM results indicate that the tissue temperature and thermal conductivity are 

dependent on the location of the plastic plates.  Figure 2(a) shows that the heat was 

generated in the center of the thermistor bead and was transmitted outward into the tissue 

and the plastic plates.  Fig. 2(b) shows that varying the tissue thickness caused the 

volume averaged temperature of the bead to vary by less than 0.15°C.  The lowest 

temperature was observed in the infinite tissue medium model.  As the plates become 

closer, the insulating effect of the plastic plates limited the ability of the bead to dissipate 

the heat into the tissue, thereby increasing the bead temperature. 
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 (a) (b) 

 

Figure B.2 (a) Representative temperature profile in the model when h = 5 mm and t 

= 30 s and (b) the average volumetric temperature of the thermistor bead. 

 

A curve fit can be applied to P/ΔT response of the thermistor to determine the steady 

state and transient response of the tissue to the self heating effect of the thermistor, as 

shown in Fig. B.3(a-b).  The steady state response of the fit corresponds to the thermal 

conductivity of the tissue and is affected by the different tissue heights.  There was very 

little change in the P/ΔT response when the tissue height, h, was greater than 3 mm.  

Since the applied power was the same for all of the models, this difference is attributed to 

the higher average temperature in the bead (Fig. B2(b)) when the tissue thickness is 

smaller. 
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 (a) (b) 

 

Figure B.3 (a) Plot of P/ΔT for the different tissue thickness models used and (b) 

close-up of the plot. 

 

Figure B.4 shows the radial temperature distribution (at t = 30 s) along the upper 

plate-tissue interface (location shown in figure inset), when the tissue thickness is at the 

infinite level (no bottom plate) and at h = 1 mm.  The highest temperature gain in both 

models is at the center of the bead, where the temperature increased by nearly 4.5°C.  

This is in contrast to the tissue, where the maximum temperature increase was 1.6° C at 

the thermistor-tissue interface.  Similar temperature increases in the tissue-thermistor 

interface have been reported within the literature [Kharalkar and Valvano, 2006]. 
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Figure B.4 Radial temperature profile of the thermistor and the tissue at t = 30 s.  

The left dotted line represents the edge of the thermistor bead and the right dotted 

line represents the thermistor-tissue interface. 

 

Figure B.5 shows the thermal conductivity for the different tissue heights.  The 

predicted thermal conductivity of the infinite model (no bottom plate) was found to be 

0.484 W/(m·K).  The difference between this predicted thermal conductivity result and 

the tissue thermal conductivity values used for the input (Table B.2 ) was caused by the 

representative geometry of the thermistor bead used in the model.  Figure B.5 indicates 

that as the tissue height is reduced, the thermal conductivity remains relatively constant 

until a tissue height of 3 mm.  Once the tissue height is reduced below this level, the 

predicted thermal conductivity starts to fall rapidly.  Once the tissue height reached 1 mm, 

the predicted thermal conductivity of the tissue fell to 0.394 W/(m·K), an 18% reduction 

in the thermal conductivity when compared to the 3 mm tissue height. 
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Figure B.5 The effect of compression level on the predicted thermal conductivity of 

the tissue. 

 

This change in the predicted thermal conductivity is caused by the lower plate 

invalidating Eq. (B.3.d), which stipulates that at an infinite location, the temperature will 

remain constant.  Figure B.6 shows the effect of the varying tissue thickness on the 

temperature at the center of the tissue-lower plate interface.  As the tissue thickness was 

reduced, the temperature on the top of the lower plate increased.  When h = 1 mm, the 

plate temperature increased by 1.1°C.  The rise in the plate temperature correlates with 

the increase in the ΔT of the thermistor bead as the tissue thickness is decreased. 
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Figure B.6 Temperature at the tissue-lower plate interface along the axis of 

symmetry. 

 

 

B.5. Conclusions 

For tissue thicknesses greater than h = 3 mm, there was no change in either the 

average bead temperature or the thermal conductivity of the tissue.  However, if the tissue 

thickness was less than 3 mm, the predicted thermal conductivity of the tissue started to 

drop off rapidly.  The lower plastic plate influenced the results and caused the volumetric 

bead temperature to increase. This occurred because the lower plate was violating the 

boundary condition assumptions of Eq. (B.3d). 

This simplified model estimates the potential effects of the lower plastic plate on the 

thermal conductivity results.  However, the model does not take into account the effect of 

compression on either the density or specific heat of the tissue.  It is expected that both of 

these values may change as the compression level is increased.  Incorporating these 

compression induced changes into the thermal conductivity model will need to be 

undertaken to develop a full understanding of the effect of the plastic plate on the thermal 

conductivity.  
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